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Summary
Developing a flexible network to fully utilize the existing spectral resource is a hot
topic in the novel paradigm of optical transmission systems. In this thesis, I analysed
hybrid modulation formats as an effective technique for the implementation of flexible
transponders that are capable of trading-off the delivered data rate by the light
path quality of transmission with a finer granularity. The flexible transponder is
an enabling technology to introduce the elastic paradigm in the state-of-the-art
networks, while maintaining compatibility with the installed equipment, including
fibers, mux-demux and ROADMs, as required by telecommunication operators willing
to exploit fixed grid WDM transmission.
Time division hybrid modulation format (TDHMF) is presented as the first
solution. Through combining two modulation formats in the time division, TDHMF
can achieve arbitrary bit-per-symbol, and provide a huge amount of flexibilities to the
network. A comprehensive theoretical assessment of the back-to-back performances
is also introduced. In particular, four different transmitter operation strategies are
proposed and evaluated. They are the constant power strategy, the same Euclidean
distance strategy, the same BER strategy and the minimum BER strategy. Through
the back-to-back performance comparison, the same BER strategy is chosen as the
most promising strategy, mainly due to its comparable sensitivity performance and
the potential of transponder simplification.
This thesis also prepared another solution, which is Flexible M-PAM modulation
format (FlexPAM). It is a hybrid of different M-PAMs in all four quadrature of the
optical field. Although it providing less flexibility compared to TDHMF, FlexPAM
has its unique advantage in two main aspect. Firstly, the inherently time consistent
frame structure feature of FlexPAM may require an identical and simple transponder,
which is very crucial from the operators point of view. Secondly, from the network
perspective, the operators can assign each quadrature of FlexPAM to a specific
network tributary and select an M-PAM according to the actual network conditions.
Similar to TDHMF, both general characterization and theoretical formulation are
discussed in detail. Then, the back-to-back performance of FlexPAM, including the
comparison of different transmitter strategies that similar to the one of TDHMF,
has been fully studied. The same BER strategy again provided a negligible SNR
iv
penalty in contrast to the optimal strategy. At the same time, by using the same
FEC code for both M-PAM, the same BER strategy may require a simpler signal
processing procedure and reduce the complexity.
A subsequent work after the back-to-back analysis is the signal non-linear prop-
agation evaluation of these two novel modulation formats. This thesis provide an
extensive simulation analysis on the propagation of a Nyquist-WDM channel comb
over an uncompensated and amplified fiber link. Due to the power unbalance in the
time division (TDHMF) or in the polarization/quadrature (FlexPAM), the mixed
modulation formats normally have some penalty against to the GN-model predic-
tions. To improve their propagation performance, a simple polarization interleaving
countermeasure is presented. It works well on TDHMF and has a significant impact
on certain case of FlexPAM. Furthermore, the power ratio tuning is also proposed as
an easy implemented and effective tool to improve the propagation performance. In
the end, the propagation performance of both TDHMF and FlexPAM are compared
in terms of the maximum reach versus system net bit rate, in addition, both with
and without countermeasures conditions were considered. The results of this inves-
tigation showed that TDHMF has almost the same performance as the GN model
predictions after the countermeasures employed. FlexPAM can provide a comparable
propagation performance in contrast to the GN model predictions. Considering
the advantages that mentioned before, the propagation performance of FlexPAM is
acceptable.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The Optical communication has evolved since the human history. The visual tech-
niques such as smoke signals, beacon fires, hydraulic telegraphs, ship flags and
semaphore lines were the earliest forms of the optical communications. Today, when
people are talking about the optical communication, they mainly refer to the fiber-
optic communication, which transmits information from one place to another by
sending the pulses of light though an optical fiber.
Starting from 1966, Charles K. Kao and George Hockham first proposed the
feasible optical fibers at STC Laboratories (STL) in Harlow, England, the optical
transmission system has evolved five generations. The first generation systems
operated at the wavelength around 0.8 µm and used the GaAs semiconductor lasers.
The second generation systems operated at 1.3 µm, used the InGaAsP semiconductor
lasers and first time used the single-mode fiber. The third generation systems
operated at 1.55 µm and had the losses about 0.2 dB/km. In addition, the low
loss fiber development was inspired by the discovery of Indium gallium arsenide.
Eventually, the third generation systems could operate at 2.5 Gbit/s with a maximum
reach equal to 100 km.
The fourth generation systems used the optical amplification device to reduce the
need for repeaters and wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) to increase the data
capacity. WDM is similar to frequency division multiplexing (FDM) of radio systems
technique, and it realized the system that can transmit more than one channel in the
same fiber. In figure 1.1, it gives a schematic diagram of a WDM system, in which 9
channels are allocated on the same fiber but separated frequency bands.
After 2006, thanks to the advent of digital signal processing (DPS), the coherent
optical transmission system becomes promising and meets the ever-increasing band-
width needs. It has caused a dramatic revolution and one of its many aspects involves
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Figure 1.1. A schematic diagram of a WDM system with 9 channels.
the possibility of fully removing the fiber chromatic dispersion (CD) compensation
from the link.
As a result, the uncompensated transmission (UT) is possible to implement, and
it has also largely changed the key futures of both the signal propagation and the
non-linearity generation in the fiber. Actually, it brought an unexpected advantage
from the coherent technology, in the novel UT propagation regime it appears to be
possible to carry out the system performance prediction based on a relatively simple
analytical non-linear propagation models [1].
1.2 Network Traffic Growth
The history of telecommunication told us that, the growing traffic needs are always
the major motivation for all technology inovation. Hence, in this section, several
main features of the traffic growth are introduced. From the beginning of this century,
internet protocol (IP) has become the dominant traffic type. Consequently, from
the end communication users point of view, it is a good measure of traffic demand.
The dramatic IP traffic growth [2] in the foreseeable future is mainly due to the
ever-increasing demand of emerging applications, for example, video sharing, high-
definition video broadcasting, machine-to-machine communications, online gaming,
mobile data and so forth.
Table 1.1 offers some historical measure of the internet traffic. In the past two
decades, the global internet traffic has grew incredibly fast. About 25 years ago,
in 1992, only 100 gigabytes traffic per day was carried by global network. Just 10
years later, instead of counting traffic by gigabytes per day, we counted the traffic by
gigabytes per seconds, and the internet global traffic rose up to 100 gigabytes per
second (GBps). In 2014, the internet traffic has increased 160 times compared to
2002 and reached 16,114 GBps. Moreover, according to the CISCO prediction, in
2019, this number will be tripled at least.
From 2014 to 2019, the IP traffic will have a compound annual growth-rate
(CAGR) equal to 23% . In 2016, the annual global IP traffic will beyond the
zettabyte (1000 exabytes) threshold. In addition, in 2019, this number will be
doubled, and reaches two zettabytes. Figure 1.2 is also coming from the CISCO
forecast, it reports the growth forecast of the fixed internet, the managed IP and the
mobile data. It is worth to emphasize that the mobile data traffic will have a CAGR
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Table 1.1. Historical Internet Context
Year Global Internet Traffic
1992 100 GB per day
1997 100 GB per hour
2002 100 GBps
2007 2000 GBps
2014 16,144 GBps
2019 51,794 GBps
Source: Cisco VNI, 2015
of 57% from 2014 to 2019. A promoting factor of such increasing is the increasing
percentage of the fourth-generation (4G) employment. It brings a convenient and
fast connection to people and generate an unexpected amount of mobile data.
Figure 1.2. Global IP traffic forecast from 2014 to 2019, the unit of Y axis
is Petabytes [PB] per Month.
Although the average IP traffic is predictable due to its steady growth pattern,
the busy-hour traffic (or the traffic in the busiest 60-minutes period of the day) still
has a dramatic growth and it increases much more fast than the average traffic. In
2014, the average traffic grew 29%, meanwhile, the busy-hour Internet traffic grew
37% [3]. It is mainly because the video and its related applications have claimed
for 80 to 90 percent of total IP traffic. Their unique consuming patterns are the
underlying reason for a much higher busy-hour traffic growth. The newly emerged
Internet video sharing application also amplifies the gap between the peak and the
average traffic, such as the live video, the ambient video and the video calling.
In order to guarantee the network operation, service providers plan the network
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capacity according to the worst scenarios not the average one. This brings a big
challenge to the metro network and the long-haul network, especially the metro
network. The metro-only traffic is defined as traffic that traverses only the metro
network and bypasses the long-haul traffic links. In the next five years, it will grow
twice faster that long-haul traffic, mainly due to content delivery networks (CDNs)
which carries 62 percent of the total Internet traffic by 2019.
The features of the traffic growth reveal several vital aspects of the future optical
transmission systems. First, the optical transmission systems should satisfy the
dramatic traffic growth with high bit rate choice. Second, due to the uncertain and
unequal distribution of the traffic demands, the optical transmission systems should
provide a certain degree of flexibility in terms of bit rate. In particular, the second
aspect is the main concern of this thesis.
1.3 Legacy Paradigm: the IMDD Systems and
Signal Regeneration Node
1.3.1 Intensity-Modulation Direct Detection System
Although today’s core networks provide sufficiently enough capacities for the ongoing
levels and types of traffic, the possibility of surging capacity at the edge of networks
combined with the ever-increasing demand of applications, will accelerate the traffic
growth over lots of applications and services that need high bandwidth and/or strict
performance requirements. One of the key parts to keep the network advancement
period, is to find the potential capability and the limitation of current technologies
and architectures. Moreover, such study is helpful in determining what kind of
technology advancement is needed by the next generation backbone networks.
Starting from the 1990s, the intensity-modulation direct detection (IMDD) sys-
tems have been commonly employed in the optical transmission system. As illustrated
in figure 1.3, a typical IMDD system can modulate on the optical signal intensity,
and the signal is detected by a photodetector at the receiver side.
The first key part of the IMDD systems is the modulation scheme. While the
direct modulation IMDD with Fabry-Perot (FP) or distributed feedback (DFB) diode
lasers design can offer a comparable modulation link gain in contrast to the external
modulation [4] [5], the narrow passband drawback limits its commercial application.
On the other hand, the external modulation has been commonly employed. The
external modulation in a commercial IMDD system is based on the Mach-Zehnder
interferometric (MZI) modulator that assembled in the inorganic material lithium
niobate. In addition, it can offer a sufficient high frequency compared to the direct
modulation. The lumped-electrode modulators can work at 150 MHz with a 0.65 V
Vpi [6].
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Figure 1.3. The simplified IMDD scheme. It is basically an on-off keying system.
Another key part of the IMDD systems is the photodetectors. Any photodetec-
tors that are available with a 3 dB bandwidth can satisfy the needs of most link
applications [7]. The optical power of the photodetectors is a crucial parameter
in both direct modulation and external modulation. In the direct modulation, the
maximum modulation frequency is related to the optical power [8]. In the external
modulation, although the larger optical power leads to more link gain, it also induces
a large non-linearities over modulation-devices. Fortunately, such problem can be
properly solved by increasing the bias [9].
For simplification, the previous discussion does not contain the amplifier. However,
the practical implementation requires the optical amplifier to recover the fiber loss
and enlarge the transmission distance. Furthermore, combined with the wavelength
division multiplexing technique (WDM, similar to the frequency division multiplexing
in the radio frequency communication) [10], the system’s capacity can be largely
amplified. Therefore, up to the present date, the WDM IMDD optical transmission
system still provide service to many users around the world.
A typical link of such system is shown in figure 1.4. The uniformed multi-span
is delpoyed in this link. The main issue of such link is the chromatic dispersion.
In addition, both the polarization mode dispersion (PMD) and the polarization
dependent loss (PDL) are also generated by the fiber non-linear effect. To properly
handle these problems, the dispersion compensation unit (DCU) before the link, in
the link and after the link are all mandatory. Moreover, an optimized dispersion
map is needed to do dispersion management [11].
1.3.2 The Signal Regeneration Node
In the legacy paradigm, the backbone networks are typically optical-electrical-optical
based [12]. Due to the existing of dispersion compensation in the optical link, the
signal is completely regenerated from the optical to electrical and then to optical
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Figure 1.4. A typical schematic diagram of WDM IMDD link. The DCU is refer
to dispersion compensation unit.
again at each node as depicted in figure 1.5. All the routing work of the traffics
are forced to finish in the electronic domain inside the node, no matter what is the
destination of the traffic. The transponders can only work on a fixed wavelength. (a
transponder is the element that sends and receives the optical signal from a fiber,
and it is close to both the client side and the WDM signal network side.) It uses a
large grooming switch which contains all the wavelengths enter into the node, and
there is no way to implement all optical network on such a node.
WDM 
transmitter/receiver 
cards
IP Router
Client
OEO Architecture
Fiber pairFiber pair
Figure 1.5. A 2x2 OEO architecture.
1.4 Novel Paradigm: the Coherent Technology
and Transparent Wavelength Routing
As pointed out in the previous section, the continue growth of current applications is
the driving force behind the requirements for advanced technologies in the backbone
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networks. Thanks to the modern transmission technologies, a novel paradigm is
proposed to satisfy the traffic needs. The novel paradigm based on coherent optical
transmission system can provide large bit rate choice mainly due to the employment
of polarization multiplexed multilevel modulation format. A typical commercial
PM-QPSK coherent optical transmission system has a 100 Gb/s per channel per
fiber net bit rate [13], which is ten times the bit rate offered by the IMDD system.
Another important feature of the novel paradigm appears at the receiver side.
Thanks to the powerful digital signal processing (DSP), now it is possible to com-
pensate all the chromatic dispersion in an electronic way [14]. Inside the DSP, the
chromatic dispersion can be compensated by a series of finite impulse response filters
(FIR). In addition, the phase and polarization recovery can also be done in real time
by the DSP. A second stage equalizer is employed to recover for the PMD, PDL and
state of polarization (SOP). A typical coherent receiver structure is illustrated in the
figure 1.6.
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Figure 1.6. A dual stage equalizer structure is employed in the DSP. The
first stage is constructed by two FFT-based FIR filters to compensate for the
chromatic dispersion. The second stage contains a "butterfly" equalizer to
recover other signal distortion.
As a result, there is no dispersion compensation in the optical link now. The
signal now is passing from one node to another through several fiber spans as shown
in figure 1.7. At the end of each span, an EDFA is employed to recover for the total
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loss of the fiber span. In particular, this makes the transparent wavelength routing
possible. Furthermore, the all-optical node is also possible in the novel paradigm. In
contrast to the OEO node, it is both cost and power saving. Moreover, the optical
reach of the all-optical node can be extended to 1500-4000 km, while the legacy
networks can only realize a maximum reach of 500 km [12].
Figure 1.7. In the novel paradigm transmission link, there is no more
dispersion compensation.
1.5 The Thesis Structure
In this thesis, in chapter 2 I discuss the necessity of the flexibility of optical network
in the first place. Secondly, the channel spacing adjustment method is introduced
as a promising approach to increase network flexibility. Thirdly, another approach
called mixing standard modulation formats in different channels is analysed, and the
back-to-back performance of such approach is studied. Although it not works well at
the beginning, the back-to-back performance indicates that there is no interference
between the channels with different modulation formats.
Then, in chapter 3, instead of combining different channel together to offer bit
rate flexibility, I focus inside one channel and increase the spectral efficiency by
hybrid two modulation formats in the time domain. With such a novel modulation
formats, any arbitrary spectral efficiency can be achieved with a given symbol rate.
Corresponding concepts and formulas are discussed first. After that, four transmitter
operation strategies are proposed and evaluated. The same BER strategy is the
winner of all operation strategies, especially from a practical point of view. As a
complementary analysis, a more general hybrid scenario is studied, and the results
indicate that particular hybrid combinations does have advantage in the back-to-back
performance.
In chapter 4, building upon the TDHMF, we proposed another novel modulation
format called flexible M-PAM modulation format (FlexPAM). Followed the same
study manners, the FlexPAM has been deeply analysed. Similar to TDHMF, I first
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introduced the characterization of FlexPAM and the related average BER formula.
Then, four transmitter operation strategies similar to TDHMF are proposed and
evaluated. The same BER strategy is chosen as the best operation strategy. A more
general FlexPAM is also shown that some particular hybrid combinations have a
better sensitivity performance.
Before jumping into the signal propagation discussion, a numerical model which
predicts the system propagation performance is introduced in chapter 5. In addition,
I explains the simulation system of this thesis and the methodology of my work.
In chapter 6, both TDHMF and FlexPAM propagation performances in non-linear
uncompensated systems are examined. Due to their asymmetric and power unbalance
frame structure, normally their propagation performance has some penalty against
the model prediction. Several countermeasures are proposed to solve this issue. Then,
I compare the propagation performance of both TDHMF and FlexPAM in a large
bit rate range with or without countermeasures.
Finally, chapter 7 draws a conclusion.
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Chapter 2
Flexibility Momentum in the
Optical Network
2.1 Introduction
Induced by the ultra-high definition video broadcasting services and other high-speed
broadband applications, the global IP traffic is expected to have a dramatic growth
in the foreseeable future. Moreover, all these video related applications put a lot of
pressure on the optical network, such as busy-hour traffic and the heterogeneity of the
demands (huge gap between small and large demands). Despite the fact that there
is a sufficiently broad spectrum, it is quite difficult to transmit the high-data-rate
signal over long distances at high spectral efficiency .
On the hardware side, the state-of-the-art computer technology like multi-core
processing, cloud storage and input-output convergence has pushed forward the
standardization of higher speed Ethernet for industrial communication and the
computing environment. In addition, all these advanced technology will strengthen
the foundation for the next generation applications. As a result, the data flow of
these applications will be definitely in a range from 10 Gb/s up to terabits (Tb) per
second. To support such data flow, the operators must connect optical links that
include 100 Gb/s bit rate class or even higher.
The overall traffic demands will be distributed uncertainly and unequally in the
near future and result in a wide diversity of traffic demands ranging from 10 gigabits
per second to terabits per second. Therefore, the network operators need to find a
solution to satisfy such traffic demands in a cost-effective and scalable way.
To properly handle this problem, the operators need flexible and adaptive networks
which contain flexible transponders and other network equipment that can adapt
to the actual traffic demands. To this purpose, several possible methods have been
proposed, including spectrum-sliced elastic optical network (SLICE) [15], baud rate
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adaptation [16], rate-adaptive FEC [17], 4-D set-partitioned QAM [18–20] and flexible
modulation format [21] [22]. In this chapter, first of all the channel spacing adjustment
is introduced as a promising method. Secondly, one of the most straightforward
methods, called mixing modulation formats in different channels, is analysed deeply.
2.2 Channel Spacing Adjustment
The recent innovative technologies in the optical transmission systems, like phase and
multi-level modulation formats, polarization multiplexing, coherent detection and
DSP, have laid a solid foundation for the commercial long-distance dense wavelength-
division multiplexed (DWDM) transmission system with 100 Gb/s bit rate per channel.
In addition, the optical signal can go through multiple nodes and links without signal
regeneration (optical-electrical-optical, OEO). This makes the transparent wavelength
routing becoming possible and brings advantages like removing both the space and
power consuming OEO component and the automatically optical paths assignment.
Nevertheless, the main concern regarding the transparent wavelength routing is the
large fixed bandwidth. The main advantage of transparent wavelength routing is its
efficient utilization of network capacity. Thus, it inherently conflicts with the current
large fixed bandwidth in the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) rules.
In the current optical network, all the equipment is running with the 50 GHz
ITU wavelength grids. According to the rules, the C-band (optical spectrum range
from 1530 nm to 1565 nm) is divided into lots of fixed 50 GHz slots. The maximum
bit rate that can be transmitted within such slot is 100 Gb/s. A bit rate higher
than this number can not fit into this ITU scheme. Moreover, it requires all the
optical links to work at their busiest moment all the time to avoide network crash.
However, in many scenarios the traffic demands vary in a large range as indicated in
previous paragraph. The network needs a finer granularity to allocate the spectrum
resource. The channel spacing adjustment, also called flex grid [23], is one of the
most promising approaches to handle this problem.
Being compatible with the current 50 GHz ITU grid, the 100-Gb/s-based trans-
mission systems have commonly been employed in the last couple of years. In order
to take full advantage of the existing system, the telecom and datacom industries
are paying more attention to bit rate beyond 100 Gb/s, especially for the 400 Gb/s
case. However, the spectral width of 400 Gb/s with standard modulation formats
is larger than the 50 GHz ITU grid. Through using higher cardinality modulation
format with higher spectral efficiency, the 400 Gb/s case can be put into the 50 GHz
grid. On the other hand, it only allows a short transmission distance. Figure 2.1
gives a detailed description of the comparison between the exiting ITU grid and the
flex grid.
Moreover, figure 2.2 from the past work [24] shows that in a flexible grid, systems
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50 GHz
Existing fixed ITU grid
New flexible grid
10 Gb/s
40 Gb/s
100 Gb/s
400 Gb/s
1 Tb/s
Figure 2.1. Spectral widths of different bit rates relative to the ITU grid(for a
given modulation format). Top: existing ITU 50 GHz grid; bottom: flex grid.
may have a lot of maximum reach plus system capacity combinations. In a fixed 50
GHz slots circumstance, there would only be one marker for each chosen modulation
format, which limits the operators choice for designing the link and forces them to
either sacrifice the system reach or the system capacity. However, when the flex grid
is employed, it adds a lot of flexibilities into the network and offers a finer granularity
between system reach and capacity.
In particular, such a new scheme will create a new network called the elastic
optical network which has a number of distinguishing features. Firstly, it can satisfy
higher bit rate beyond 100 Gb/s, such as 400 Gb/s and 1 Tb/s. Secondly, it can offer
different bandwidth choices depending on the actual traffic condition. In addition,
with a finer grid, the transmission system can use the existing spectrum resource
more efficiently. At last, it allows dynamic network management.
However, on the network level, there are still some issues to resolve on the flexible
spectrum allocation algorithm, the routing and non-uniform spectrum allocation
scheme, and the network management. On the node level, corresponding technology,
such as the otpical switching and the filtering device that provide a high resolution
and steep performance, is not yet ready. Furthermore, from the operator’s point of
view, the network should be upgraded smoothly and economically [25]. But the flex
grid will require a major change of the existing equipment that follows the current
ITU grid. Therefore, during the evolution towards next generation networks, the
current fixed grid networks will be upgraded only if they are no longer able to satisfy
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Figure 2.2. The maximum reach of the system with different capacity. Different
markers represent different channel spacing.
the traffic demands anymore. For some nodes/links, they will have a much faster
traffic growth and traffic congestion [26]. So these nodes/links may be the first to
be upgraded. Thus, the most-likely scenario is that, both fixed grid and flex grid
scheme will operate at the same time. However, according to [27] [28] such a scenario
will not happen for at least ten to fifteen years later. For those newly built data
center or large content provider, flex-grid is still not an optimal choice for the current
situation.
2.3 Mixing Standard Modulation Formats in Dif-
ferent Channels
2.3.1 Simplified Three Channel Model
The state-of-the-art transponder allows the transition of multiple standard modulation
formats for different channels. In addition, different modulation formats can be
assigned to different channels depending on the traffic demand and provide different
bit-rate choices. This means through combining the bit rate of different channels,
we can design a specific link to satisfy the unique traffic demands. Mixing different
modulation formats in different channels is one of the most straightforward approaches
for solving the network flexibility issue. In order to verify such approach, it is very
important to testify that whether the different modulation formats deployed in
different channels affect each other or not.
To this purpose, a simplified three channel model depicted in figure 2.3 was
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studied. A typical coherent optical transmission system was considered here, details
about the system layout can be seen in section 5.3.1. At the transmitter side, all
the channels are shaped by a Nyquist filter with roll-off equals to α and the channel
spacing allocation is equal to ∆f . For simplification, only three channels were
considered in this study, and they were the center channel and the two side channels.
The KS is defined in equation 2.1, where RS is the symbol rate.
f
Δf
Center Channel
f0
Side ChannelSide Channel
Figure 2.3. The transmission system has only three channels. And the
center frequency is equal to f0, channel spacing is equal to ∆f . The filter’s
roll-off is equal to α.
KS =
∆f
RS
(2.1)
2.3.2 Back-to-Back Performance
Four different standard modulation formats were considered. They are polariza-
tion multiplexed binary phase-shift keying (PM-BPSK), polarization multiplexed
quadrature phase-shift keying (PM-QPSK), polarization multiplexed 16 quadrature
amplitude modulation (PM-16QAM) and polarization multiplexed 64 quadrature
amplitude modulation (PM-64QAM). One modulation format, for example PM-
QPSK, was deployed in the center channel. Then another modulation format from
the remaining three modulation formats, for example PM-16QAM, was chosen to
be deployed on both side channels. At the receiver side, only the center channel
performance was considered.
Furthermore, to testify the general behaviour of the mixing modulation formats
in different channels, different values of the channel Nyquist filter roll-off α and
channel spacing coefficient KS were considered to represent different system oper-
ation conditions. The α ranged from [0,0.05,0.1,0.2,0.3] and the KS ranged from
[1.00,1.05,1.10,1.15,1.20]. The target BER is equal to 10−3. More details about the
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simulation system layout can be seen in section 5.3.1. Noted that, in the following
discussion the bit-per-symbol (BpS) of a modulation format is used to represent the
modulation formats which is deployed in the channel. Therefore, for PM-BPSK,
BpS=2; for PM-QPSK, BpS=4; for PM-16QAM, BpS=8; and for PM-64QAM,
BpS=12.
The back-to-back performance of such a simplified three channel system is shown
in the following figures. In figure 2.4, the PM-BPSK is deployed in the center channel.
All possible side channel modulation format choices have been concerned. With a
given roll-off, for example in the α = 0.2 case, the magenta curve (KS = 1.0) gives the
worst performance. It has the largest sensitivity for almost every given side channel
modulation format cases except PM-BPSK. This is because too small channel spacing
allocation would incur unnecessary inter channel interference. When the channel
spacing increases (KS increases), the back-to-back performance got improved. Till
KS = 1.10, which the channel spacing is 1.1 times larger than the symbol rate, the
system can enjoy the benefit of enlarging the channel spacing. After this value, the
green line, the blue line and the cyan line overlap with each other. Thus, the channel
spacing won’t make any impact on the system performance unless it is too small.
The black dash line is the back-to-back performance of only the center channel
scenario. Therefore its sensitivity performance can be regarded as the reference.
Normally, the three channel back-to-back performance should be worse than or at
most equal to the reference. However, due to the simulation results fluctuation, some
times the three channel system performance may slightly better than the reference.
For instance, in figure 2.4 (a) and (c), there are some points below the reference.
These fluctuations of the simulation results are mainly due to the interpolation
algorithm in both the simulation software and the matlab DSP code.
It should be noted that, there is one exception in figure 2.4, when side channel is
using PM-BPSK and the channel spacing is equal to the symbol rate, the system
performance has some sensitivity advantages compared to other modulation formats
deployed in the side channel cases. It seems like that, in a super channel circumstance,
when the side channel is using PM-BPSK as its modulation format, the center channel
will have an extra system margin as long as the filter roll-off is larger than 0. This
phenomenon can be temporarily defined as the "PM-BPSK side channel advantage".
In figure 2.5, the PM-QPSK is deployed in the center channel. The impact of
channel spacing on the system performance is similar to the center channel with PM-
BPSK case. After a certain amount channel spacing increase, the sensitivity decrease
benefit is not significant. In particular, the "PM-BPSK side channel advantage"
appears again. The system has an extra margin about 1 dB or even higher compared
to other modulation formats deployed in the side channels cases.
In figure 2.6 and figure 2.7, where PM-16QAM and PM-64QAM are deployed in
the center channel respectively, some results of KS = 1.0 and/or KS = 1.05 cases
are missing. This is because when the channel spacing is too small, the sensitivity
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Figure 2.4. The Center channel used PM-BPSK. And the BpS of side channel’s
modulation format varied from two to twelve. All five roll-offs are considered in each
sub plot. Inside each sub plot, different curve represents different channel spacing.
is either too large to measure or cannot be measured at all. However, in figure 2.6
(d) and (c), when the channel spacing is equal to the symbol rate, the sensitivity of
PM-BPSK deployed in both side channels cases can still be measured. This indicates
that the "PM-BPSK side channel advantage" still exist.
For the filter roll-off, it may not affect the system performance. When the roll-off
is equal to 0, all the signal is restricted inside the channel. Hence, the inter-channel
interference is eliminated. That is why, the extra margin of side channel using
PM-BPSK in a super channel circumstance does not happen in the roll-off equal
to 0 case. However, it is not possible to have a real filter with 0 roll-off. There is
always inter-channel interference in the real world. Therefore, the "PM-BPSK side
channel advantage" may always exist in a super channel circumstances, and we may
take advantage of this phenomenon.
In order to testify the advantage of side channel using PM-BPSK in a super
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Figure 2.5. The Center channel used PM-QPSK. And the BpS of side channel’s
modulation format varied from two to twelve. All five roll-offs are considered in each
sub plot. Inside each sub plot, different curve represents different channel spacing.
channel circumstance, a series simulations had been operated, including adding
dispersion before the receiver, different laser initial phase, noiseless simulation set-up
and so on. After analysing the sensitivity, the probability density function (PDF) and
the power spectrum density (PSD) of the signal in these simulations, the "PM-BPSK
side channel advantage" still cannot be explained.
Fortunately, the reason of this "PM-BPSK side channel advantage" was found in
the last moment, and it is because of the missing of the laser linewidth. The laser
linewidth, typically in a single-frequency laser, is the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of its optical spectrum [29]. It has a strong relation with the temporal
coherence, which is characterized by the coherence time or coherence length. More
importantly, the laser linewidth can cause the phase noise problem. Previous
simulations were all operated with an ideal laser which has 0 MHz laser linewidth.
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Figure 2.6. The Center channel used PM-16QAM. And the BpS of side channel’s
modulation format varied from two to twelve. All five roll-offs are considered in each
sub plot. Inside each sub plot, different curve represents different channel spacing.
In figure 2.8, a 20 MHz laser linewidth is employed in the simulation system. In
addition, in order to eliminate the interference caused by a specific laser initial phase,
100 different random seeds that related to the laser initial phase are applied to the
laser. The channel spacing is equal to the symbol rate for simulating a super channel
scenario . The filter roll-off is equal to 0.2. Moreover, in figure 2.8, the center channel
is using the PM-QPSK, four sub figures refer to the side channel using different
modulation format cases respectively.
The histogram of the simulation results represent the PDF of the sensitivity. It
is clear that now the "PM-BPSK side channel advantage" is disappeared. The PDF
of side channel using PM-BPSK case is almost the same as the other three cases,
and the mean value difference is less than 0.1 dB. The red line is also the estimation
of the PDF of the result based on a normal kernel function [30]. It gives a more
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Figure 2.7. The Center channel used PM-64QAM. And the BpS of side channel’s
modulation format varied from two to twelve. All five roll-offs are considered in each
sub plot. Inside each sub plot, different curve represents different channel spacing.
directly view of the PDF as a supplement to the histogram. Therefore, the extra
margin brought by PM-BPSK is disappeared after the laser linewidth is employed.
This is also true for other modulation formats deployed in the center channel cases.
So, from the previous analysis, it can be concluded that, mixing the standard
modulation formats in different channels does not cause inter channel interference.
For the center channel, it still has the same back-to-back performance as the all
channel using uniform modulation format scenario. As a result, it won’t cause a big
difference in the propagation performance in contrast to the current single modulation
format system. Thus, the optical signal non-linear propagation simulation is not
discussed in this thesis.
Above all, by employing different modulation formats in different channels, the
operators can obtain some flexibilities. In addition, this mixing modulation formats
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Figure 2.8. Histogram of the results with different laser initial phase. (a) side
channel: PM-BPSK; (b) side channel: PM-QPSK; (c) side channel: PM-16QAM;
(d) side channel: PM-64QAM. The red curve is the estimation of PDF based on
the normal kernel function.
in different channels approach won’t induce an extra inter channel interference. Thus,
it can be a possible solution for the network flexibility issue.
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Chapter 3
Time Division Hybrid Modulation
Formats
3.1 Introduction
To satisfy the exponential traffic growth in the back-bone network, the optical
transmission system with wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) channels carrying
100 Gb/s has become available in the market. The physical capacity limit of such
system with standard single mode fiber (SSMF) is now possible to be reached
and a 100 Tb/s per fiber record has been realized [31]. However, the dramatic
growth of the traffic is still considered a challenge with the existing optical network
infrastructure. The Spatial division multiplexing (SDM) technologies as an alternative
choice has already attracted much interest [32–34]. However, the SDM requires a large
integration of both electronic and photonic equipments and a possible replacement
of the existing fiber infrustructure. Needless to say, operators would definitely like
to avoid large investments and to achieve more profit with the existing fiber. To
take full advantage of the existing devices and fibers, researchers are paying much
attention to the flexible optical networks, mainly because it can efficiently utilize the
existing channel bandwidth [35] [36].
In such a scenario, the evolution of optical networks tends to maximize the
time-flexibility. In fact, one of the key features of the transceivers is able to maximize
spectral efficiency (SE) by adapting to the actual conditions of the network and the
data rate for each given traffic demand [23]. In order to simplify the transceiver
implementation, both the spectral allocation ∆f of the channel and symbol rate RS
are kept as constants. Figure 3.1 shows the relationship between standard modulation
formats and the maximum reach. The traditional use of the standard polarization
multiplexing modulation formats with given bit-per-symbol (BpS) can not satisfy
the enlarging spectral efficiency needs, because SE = BpS · ∆f/RS. A flexible
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transceiver which operates on demand with N different modulation formats could be
a possible solution. However, the flexibility of such a transceiver is still limited by
the N values corresponding to the modulation format BpS.
Bit Rate (Gb/s)
Maximum 
Reach
0
PM-BPSK: 50
PM-QPSK: 100
PM-16QAM: 200
PM-64QAM: 300
5.6 dB 6.1 dB 3 dB
BERT=2x10
-2
Figure 3.1. The relationship between the bit rate and the system maximum reach.
Suppose a system is required to work at the yellow spot. With traditional modulation
format, we have to either sacrifice the system capacity or the system reach. The
operators need a finer granularity to solve this problem.
The time-division hybrid modulation format (TDHMF) offers a solution that
gives a more meticulous granularity for measuring SE. Although TDHMF leads
to a trade-off with system maximum reach, it can offer arbitrary SE by hybrid
two modulation formats in the time domain. This idea was first discussed in [37].
Moreover, it has been proved that TDHMF is feasible based on a pair of modulation
formats in the square QAM family [38–44]. However, the transmitter operation
strategy for TDHMF has not been fully studied in all previous research.
In this chapter, the general characterization and formula of TDHMF is discussed.
Then, four different transmitter operation strategies are proposed and evaluated in
term of sensitivity.
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3.2 TDHMF Characterization and Theoretical
Formulation
3.2.1 TDHMF Characterization
Generally, the TDHMF is a hybrid between two modulation formats (F1 and F2) in
the time domain. Each format can be characterized by its power (P ), SNR, BpS and
the number of symbols in the entire frame (N). Both formats F1 and F2 operate
at the same symbol rate RS. The entire frame structure of TDHMF is depicted in
figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2. The frame structure of TDHMF in time-domain. It contains two
modulation formats, which are characterized by its symbol number Ni, trans-
mission power Pi, signal-to-noise ratio SNRi and bit-per-symbol BpSi(i = 1,2).
The total symbol in the frame is N .
Thus, the average BpS of TDHMF can be calculated in equation 3.1. It can
be easily concluded from this equation that, TDHMF can achieve arbitrary BpS
by properly choosing the pair of modulation formats and the frame length. As a
result, with a given symbol rate, TDHMF can offer arbitrary bit rate choice. Thus,
it can add a huge amount of flexibilities into the network and satisfy different traffic
demands.
BpSTDHMF =
N1 ·BpS1 +N2 ·BpS2
N
(3.1)
3.2.2 TDHMF Theoretical Formulation
Two key parameters, the format ratio κ and the power ratio PR, should be defined
in the first place. The format ratio is equal to the number of symbols of format
1 divided by the number of the total symbols of the entire frame, κ = N1
N
. The
power ratio is equal to the power of format 2 divided by the power of format 1,
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PR = P2
P1
. In the following sections, PR is described in a dB manner, which means
PR = 10 · log10
(
P2
P1
)
.
With these two parameters, the following frame related parameters can be derived.
Firstly, The total signal power PTx = κ · P1 + (1 − κ) · P2. Secondly, the SNR of
the total signal is SNR = κ · SNR1 + (1− κ)SNR2. Thirdly, the average BpS in
equation 3.1 can be rewritten as BpS = κ ·BpS1 + (1− κ) ·BpS2.
Hence, the overall bit-error-rate (BER) of TDHMF is given by equation 3.2,
BER = 1
κ ·BpS1 + (1− κ) ·BpS2 ·{
κ ·BpS1 ·Ψ1
[
SNR
(1− κ) + κ · PR
]
+ (1− κ) ·BpS2Ψ2
[
PR
SNR
(1− κ) + κ · PR
]}
,
(3.2)
where Ψ1(x) and Ψ2(x) are the BER expression of format 1 and format 2 respectively.
Although it does not appear in the equation 3.2, the frame length N has an impact on
the optical signal propagation [21] and does not affect the back-to-back performance.
Although there are many possible TDHMF hybrid combinations, I did an in-depth
study of a subset of the hybrid between two neighbouring square QAM modulation
formats. These kind of combinations can still provide arbitrary BpS in a large range,
and they are easy implemented. More details about this topic will be covered in the
later section.
So now, considering about the two neighbouring square QAM modulation formats,
they have the constellation sizes M2 and (2M)2 respectively, where M is the number
of levels in each quadrature. In order to analyze the back-to-back performance of
TDHMF, I take the advantage of using the analytical estimation of the bit error rate
(BER) for an M2-QAM modulation format [45], whose expression is:
ΨQAM(SNR,M) =
M − 1
M · log2(M)
erfc
(√
3SNR
2(M2 − 1)
)
(3.3)
where SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per symbol and erfc(·) is the comple-
mentary error function which is defined as,
erfc(x) = 2√
pi
∫ ∞
x
e−t
2
dt. (3.4)
After taking account of the characteristic format ratio κ and constellation size
M2, equation 3.2 could be rewritten as,
ΨTDHMF(SNR1, SNR2,M, κ) =
N
NBpS
·
[κ log2(M)ΨQAM(SNR1,M) + (1− κ)(log2(M) + 1)ΨQAM(SNR2,2M)] , (3.5)
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where NBpS is the average number of bits per symbol encoded in the TDHMF frame
NBpS = N · (log2(M) + 1− κ) . (3.6)
SNR1 and SNR2 represent the SNR perceived by each modulation format, and they
determining the average SNR for the TDHMF frame, SNR, which is given by,
SNR = κSNR1 + (1− κ)SNR2. (3.7)
In addition, the power ratio, PR, between two modulation formats can be defined as
followed,
PR [dB] = 10 log10(
SNR2
SNR1
). (3.8)
The power ratio depends on the adopted transmitter operation strategy and deter-
mines the back-to-back performance of TDHMF.
3.3 TDHMF Transmitter Operation Strategies
and Back-to-Back Performance Evaluation
3.3.1 Transmitter Operation Strategies
Once the pair of modulation formats is chosen, the overall BpS, NBpS, is settle in
the range of [BpS1 : BpS2]. With a given format ratio κ and proper frame length N ,
any BpS in this range can be achieved. As a result, the overall spectral efficiency is
defined with a given channel spectral ∆f . Then, according to equation 3.5, once the
power ratio is settled, the TDHMF back-to-back performance can be easily obtained.
Therefore, the only remaining degree of freedom for setting the transmitter operation
is the choice of the power ratio PR. To this purpose, the following four different
transmitter operation strategies can be implemented.
1. Constant Power (PR = 0 dB): it keeps two hybrid modulation formats
constant power during the transmission(P1 = P2 = PTx), therefore the power
ratio between two formats is PR = 0 dB and the SNR perceived by each
format is SNR1 = SNR2 =
SNR
2 . By substituting PR and SNRi into equation
3.5, the following BER expression can be obtained,
ΨTDHMF(SNR,M) =
N
NBpS
·κM − 1
M
erfc
√√√√ 3SNR
4(M2 − 1) + (1− κ)
2M − 1
2M erfc
√√√√ 3SNR
4(4M2 − 1)
 (3.9)
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The constant power strategy is the simplest transmitter operation strategy.
Only the largest constellation size modulation format (2M)2 works at the
forward-error correction (FEC) BER cliff, while the other format is basically
working error free. However, it is not the optimal choice, which will be shown
later. It is because that the constant power strategy leads to inefficiency in two
aspects, the performance(large back-to-back penalties) and the receiver side
complexity. Two QAM formats operate at completely different BERs, therefore
it may requires two sets of FEC codes.
2. Same Euclidean Distance (d1 = d2): the minimum Euclidean distance di(i=1,2)
is kept equal for both modulation formats. So as to guarantee the same
Euclidean distance, the power-ratio must be constant and depends only on
the chosen pair of modulation formats. Assuming d represents Euclidean
distance, and it is the same for PM-QPSK, PM-16QAM and PM-64QAM.
Therefore, the average powers can be respectively considered as 12d
2, 52d
2 and
21
2 d
2. Consequently, the power ratio between two neighbouring square QAM
is set. The SNR of perceived by each of the QAM is respectively given by,
SNR1 =
SNR
κ · PR + (1− κ) , (3.10)
and
SNR2 =
PR · SNR
κ · PR + (1− κ) . (3.11)
By substituting both equation 3.10 and 3.11 into the BER expression 3.5, the
final expression will be a function of SNR, M and κ yields.
3. Same BER (Ψ1 = Ψ2): both modulation formats are forced to operate at the
same BER. In order to guarantee both modulation formats in TDHMF frame
operate at the same BER, the required SNR must be determined by the target
BER, Ψtarget, which the system needs to achieve. The required SNR can be
obtained by inverting the BER expression of equation 3.3,
SNRreq1 =
2(M2 − 1)
3 ·
[
erfc−1
(
Ψtarget
M log2(M)
M − 1
)]2
, (3.12)
and
SNRreq2 =
2(4M2 − 1)
3 ·
[
erfc−1
(
Ψtarget
2M log2(2M)
2M − 1
)]2
. (3.13)
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Hence, the power-ratio is consequently defined by,
PR = 10 log10
(
SNRreq2
SNRreq1
)
. (3.14)
The average BER of the whole TDHMF frame is then obviously given by Ψtarget,
and the average SNR can be derived by substituting SNRreq1 and SNRreq2 in
equation 3.7.
4. Minimum BER (Ψmin): through finding the optimum SNR pair,
[SNRopt1 , SNRopt2 ], which minimizes the estimated BER of expression of equa-
tion 3.5, it is able to achieve the global minimum BER. Since in equation 3.7,
with a given SNR, the value of SNR2 is automatically determined by the value
of SNR1. The following optimization procedure can be applied to determine
SNRopt1 ,
SNRopt1 =
{
SNR1 : ΨTDHMF
(
SNR1,
SNR − κ
1− κ ,M
)}
= min
[
ΨTDHMF
(
SNR1,
SNR − κ
1− κ ,M
)]
, (3.15)
then SNRopt2 is given by,
SNRopt2 =
SNR − κSNRopt1
1− κ . (3.16)
The average BER of the whole TDHMF frame is then given by,
Ψ = N
NBpS
·κM − 1
M
erfc
√√√√ 3SNRopt1
2(M2 − 1) + (1− κ)
2M − 1
2M erfc
√√√√ 3SNRopt2
2(4M2 − 1)
 (3.17)
3.3.2 Back-to-Back Performance
In the last section, I explain that the power ratio is different when different transmitter
operation strategy is employed. It also depends on both the chosen pair of modulation
formats and the BER target. Therefore, in this section, the power ratio of different
transmitter operation strategies are evaluated and compared in the first place. Then,
at the given BER target, the sensitivity performance of each transmitter operation
strategy is also discussed.
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The square QAM family in this thesis contains PM-QPSK, PM-16QAM and
PM-64QAM. In addition, PM-BPSK is also considered as a hybrid candidate, due to
its resemblance to the PM-QPSK. Therefore, TDHMF now can offer arbitrary BpS
from BpS=2 (PM-BPSK) to BpS=12 (PM-64QAM). In both figure 3.4 and figure
3.3, the BER target is 2 · 10−2. BpS at 2, 4, 8 and 12 are standard square QAM
modulation formats respectively, and they are PM-BPSK, PM-QPSK, PM-16QAM
and PM-64QAM. The values between BpS=4 and BpS=8, they are the hybrid
between PM-QPSK and PM-16QAM with different format ratios. For instance,
BpS=5 is TDHMF operated with κ = 0.75; BpS=6 is TDHMF operated with
κ = 0.50; and BpS=7 is TDHMF operated with κ = 0.25. A similar story happens
from BpS=8 to BpS=12 but with PM-16QAM and PM-64QAM.
In figure 3.3, it compares the power ratio of different transmitter operation
strategies. Since the constant power strategy has a 0 dB power ratio, it is not shown
in the figure. Both the same Euclidean distance strategy and the same BER strategy
have a constant power ratio as discussed in the last section. In these two strategies,
different hybrid combinations have different power ratios. It should be noticed that,
when TDHMF is the hybrid between PM-BPSK and PM-QPSK, all three strategies
have the same power ratio. It is because PM-BPSK and PM-QPSK have very
similar constellation structure, and PM-QPSK carries double bit rate compared to
PM-BPSK. The same Euclidean distance strategy has the largest power ratio for a
given BpS, then is the same BER strategy. The minimum BER strategy varies the
power ratio with different BpS, but the power ratio is still smaller than the one of
the previous two strategies. All these three strategies imply power unbalance along
the time domain, and it induces a non-linear impairment on the signal propagation
performance, which will be covered in the later chapters.
In figure 3.4, it compares all four operation strategies in terms of sensitivity.
The blue line refers to the constant power strategy, the red line refers to the same
Euclidean distance strategy, the green line refers to the same BER strategy, and
the black line refers to the minimum BER strategy. It is obvious that the constant
power is a suboptimal strategy. It has a much higher sensitivity at given BpS. The
Minimum BER has the optimal performance. Although minimum BER has the best
performance, the same Euclidean distance strategy and the same BER strategy have
a comparable performance, and the difference is less than 0.2 dB. The minimum BER
strategy implies more complexity, because each format delivers a different pre-FEC
BER and should work with a specifically designed FEC. From a practical point of
view, the same BER strategy may has a much simpler signal processing procedure
because it allows using the same FEC for both modulation formats. At the same
time, it has a negligible SNR penalty compared to the minimum BER strategy.
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Figure 3.3. The power ratio of different operation strategies at different BpS.
3.4 Arbitrary Two Square QAM Hybrid
In the previous sections, the TDHMF back-to-back performance is estimated with two
neighbouring square QAM modulation formats combinations. However, there is one
question still remaining unsolved: why two neighbouring square QAM modulation
formats are chosen as the hybrid combination?
Before answering this question, I would like to discuss about why I choose the
square QAM family. The square QAM family can offer BpS in a large range. BpS
above 12 (PM-64QAM) is possible to achieve and corresponding technologies have
been fully developed. In this thesis, with the help of transmitter DSP and the
digital-to-analog converter (DAC) followed by a linear modulator drivers, arbitrary
modulation formats electrical signal can be generated. Then, with a quad-parallel
Mach-Zehnder (QPMZ) electrical-to-optical converter, the optical signal with arbi-
trary modulation format is generated.
Actually, for a given BpS, there are many possible hybrid combinations. Among
them, two neighbouring square QAM hybrid combinations offer the optimal back-
to-back performance. In figure 3.5, it compares the sensitivity performance of the
TDHMF hybrid between PM-QPSK and the other three modulation formats. Since
the constant power strategy is a suboptimal strategy, it is not discussed here. At
BpS=6, it can be a hybrid either between PM-QPSK and PM-16QAM or PM-QPSK
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Figure 3.4. Back-to-back sensitivity performance of TDHMF with four different
transmitter operation strategy for a number of bits per symbol ranging from 4
(PM-QPSK) up to 12 (PM-64QAM). The constant power strategy is the suboptimal
choice, the minimum BER strategy has the optimal performance, and the same
Euclidean distance strategy and the same BER strategy have almost the same
performance as the minimum BER strategy. The BER target Ψtarget = 2× 10−2.
and PM-64QAM. The hybrid between PM-QPSK and PM-16QAM has much better
performance, the SNR penalty is at least 2 dB (with the minimum BER strategy).
In addition, in figure 3.6, it compares the sensitivity performance of the TDHMF
hybrid between PM-16QAM and the other three modulation formats. Again, at
BpS=6 case, the hybrid between two neighbouring square QAM modulation formats
has the optimal performance. The hybrid between PM-16QAM and PM-QPSK
has an advantage about 1 dB compared to the hybrid between PM-16QAM and
PM-BPSK.
The two SNRs perceived by two neighbouring square QAM have less difference
with a given BER target. It is mainly due to the BER expressions. As a result, the
overall SNR of the signal of two neighbouring square QAM hybrid combinations are
smaller than the one of arbitrary hybrid combinations. Thus, for a given BpS, the two
neighbouring square QAM combinations are the optimal choice. It should be pointed
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Figure 3.5. Hybrid PM-QPSK with PM-BPSK, PM-16QAM and PM-64QAM.
Transmitter operates with the minimum BER strategy, the same BER strategy and
the same Euclidean distance strategy. Three modulation formats with a fixed bit
per symbol are compared to TDHMF.
out that, in both figure 3.5 and 3.6, three traditional modulation formats, HEXA [46],
PM-8QAM and PM-32QAM, are compared to the TDHMF. The comparison results
indicate that TDHMF has a negligible SNR penalty in contrast to these three
modulation formats. This implies the potential of TDHMF replacing those standard
modulation formats at a given BpS.
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Figure 3.6. Hybrid PM-16QAM with PM-BPSK, PM-QPSK and PM-
64QAM. Transmitter operates with minimum BER, same BER and same
Euclidean distance strategies. Three modulation formats with a fixed bit per
symbol are compared to TDHMF.
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Chapter 4
Flexible M-PAM based
Modulation Format
4.1 Introduction
Nowadays, the optical networks tend to increase their level of flexibility. Therefore,
a transceiver that has the following feature will become favourable. Firstly, it
could maximize the spectral efficiency. Secondly, it could also adapt to the actual
conditions of network and data rate for every given traffic demand [23]. To simplify
the transceiver implementation, it is convenient to keep the channel spacing ∆f and
the symbol rate RS as constant. It has already been shown in figure 3.1 that the
standard multi-level PM-MQAM modulation formats only allow a limited amount of
flexibilities. Since SE = BpS · RS∆f , those fixed BpS standard modulation formats
can only offer a fixed spectral efficiency and cannot satisfy the flexibility requirement.
One possible solution, which has been discussed in the previous chapter, is the
Time-Division Hybrid Modulation Formats (TDHMF), which combines two different
standard multi-level modulation formats in the time domain. In such a new scheme,
a very large amount of flexibilities can be achieved. On the other hand, an increased
transceiver complexity is required especially at receiver side when de-multiplex the
two generating formats.
In this chapter, the flexible M-PAM based modulation formats (FlexPAM) is
proposed and analysed. FlexPAM deploys four M-PAM modulation formats for
each dimensions of the optical field (in-phase and quadrature on both polarizations).
Although, FlexPAM can only work at integer BpS, which means a reduction of the
flexibility compared to TDHMF, transceivers will benefit from employing FlexPAM
for two main reasons: firstly, it simplify the transmitter and receiver structure
because does not vary the format in time; secondly, from a networking perspective, it
can assign each dimension to a specific tributary and select the M-PAM order based
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on the traffic demand.
First of all, this chapter discusses the general characterization of FlexPAM and the
corresponding theory formulation. Then, several transmitter operation strategies that
similar to TDHMF are proposed and evaluated. In the last part, the back-to-back
performance of FlexPAM is reviewed.
4.2 FlexPAM Characterization and Theoretical
Formulation
4.2.1 FlexPAM Characterization
Thanks to the state-of-the-art transponder, we are able to modulate on each quadra-
ture of the optical field. Figure 4.1 gives an example of FlexPAM constellation.
In X-polarization in-phase, it uses a 4-PAM; and on quadrature, it uses an 8-
PAM. In Y-polarization, the in-phase is a 4-PAM; and the quadrature is a 2-
PAM. FlexPAM is the hybrid in the quadrature domain, and it takes advantage
of all four quadratures in optical field. For the FlexPAM, it can be character-
ized by the power Pi, BpSi and SNRi (i = 1,2,3,4 )of each M-PAM. Since the
BpSsymbol = BpSXI + BpSXQ + BpSY I + BpSY Q, with different M-PAMs combi-
nations, it can offer many possible BpS. As a result, FlexPAM can add a lot of
flexibilities into the optical network.
In figure 4.2, it gives several FlexPAM frame structure examples. It also shows
that, there are many possible FlexPAM hybrid combinations for a given BpS. For
example, for FlexPAM BpS=6, it can be a combination composed by the 2-PAM
plus the 4-PAM plus the 8-PAM and the 0-PAM (nothing is transmitted in that
quadrature). Another possible combination can be composed by the 2-PAM plus the
8-PAM plus the 2-PAM and the 8-PAM. Normally, the FlexPAM symbol structure
is asymmetric. This would result in the polarization power unbalance and leads to a
penalty in the signal propagation. Instead of studying arbitrary hybrid combinations,
this thesis focus on the combinations with two neighbouring M-PAM. The reason of
this focus will be mentioned in the later section.
Unlike TDHMF, FlexPAM is kept constant in the time domain. Therefore, one
symbol can tell the whole story of the frame. Compared to TDHMF, FlexPAM can
only offer integer BpS in a certain range. This is because FlexPAM has s consistent
frame structure in time domain. Therefore, FlexPAM offers less flexibility in contrast
to TDHMF for sure. On the other hand, this time consistent frame structure would
result in an identical and simple transponder structure, which is very crucial for the
operators. In addition, from the network point of view, it can assign each quadrature
to a specific tributary and select an M-PAM based on the traffic demand. Thus,
considering the advantage in transponder structure and network traffic assignment,
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Figure 4.1. The constellation of FlexPAM with 8 bits per symbol.
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Figure 4.2. FlexPAM symbol structure. The FlexPAM can be represented by
a vector, whose elements are the cardinality of corresponding M-PAM in each
quadrature. Four cases are shown here, BpS=8 ([2 3 2 1]), BpS=6 ([1 2 3 0]), BpS=6
([1 3 1 3]) and BpS=11 ([2 3 3 3]). Since the thesis considered only 2-PAM, 4-PAM
and 8-PAM, integer bits per symbol in the range of [4:12] can be achieved.
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the lack of flexibility compared to TDHMF is totally acceptable.
4.2.2 FlexPAM Theoretical Formats
To analyse the back-to-back performance of FlexPAM, we may use the BER estimation
equation of an M -PAM modulation format [45].
ΨPAM (SNR,M) =
M − 1
M log2(M)
erfc
√ 3SNR
M2 − 1
 (4.1)
Starting from 4.1, two key parameters, the power ratio PR and the format ratio
κ, are defined similar to TDHMF. The power ratio is equal to the power of PAM2
divided by the power of PAM1, thus PR =
P2
P1
. The format ratio is equal to the
number of bits of PAM1 divided by the number of total bits of the FlexPAM symbol,
thus κ = BpS1
BpStotal
. In addition, the average BER of FlexPAM can be estimated
by individually accounting for the BER incurred in each of its four orthogonal
quadratures as ,
ΨFlexPAM =
4∑
i=1
Mi∑4
i=1Mi
·ΨPAM (SNRi,Mi) , (4.2)
where Mi is the cardinality of each M-PAM.
By substituting the BER expression of the two chosen neighbouring M-PAM into
equation 4.2, we can have the overall BER expression of FlexPAM as,
ΨFlexPAM (SNR1, SNR2,M, κ) =
1
log2(M) + 1− κ
·
[κ log2(M)ΨPAM (SNR1,M) + (1− κ) (log2(M) + 1) ΨPAM (SNR2,2M)] . (4.3)
The power ratio between two M-PAM can also be calculated as,
PR = 10 log10
(
SNR2
SNR1
)
. (4.4)
In contrast with TDHMF, the average SNR is given by,
SNR = 2 (κSNR1 + (1− κ)SNR2) , (4.5)
with SNR1 and SNR2 is corresponding to the SNR locally perceived by each PAM
format in a single quadrature, as opposed to equation 3.7, where SNR1 and SNR2
are measured over both in-phase and quadrature.
Note that the factor of 2 between the average SNR equation of 3.7 and 4.5
compensates for the factor of 2 between denominators in the arguments of the erfc(·)
function of expression 3.5 and 4.1. Consequently, the back-to-back performance of
both strategies is exactly equivalent.
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4.3 FlexPAM Operation Strategy and Back-to-
back Evaluation
4.3.1 Transmitter Operation Strategies
Similar to TDHMF, by properly choosing the power ratio, different strategies can be
employed on the transmitter. Four transmitter operation strategies, the constant
power strategy, the same Euclidean distance strategy, the same BER strategy and
the minimum BER strategy, are all considered in this thesis.
1. Constant Power (PR = 0 dB): In order to guarantee the constant power for
both M-PAM modulation formats that composing the FlexPAM, the power
ratio between the two formats must be PR = 0 dB. In such a scenario, the
SNR perceived by each formats is the same, and it can be calculated according
to equation 4.5. Thus, SNR1 = SNR2 = SNR/2. Then, by substituting the
overall SNR into equation 4.3, the following BER expression can be obtained,
ΨFlexPAM =
1
log2(M) + 1− κ
·κ(M − 1)erfc

√√√√ 3SNR
2(M2 − 1)
+ (1− κ)(M − 12
)
erfc

√√√√ 3SNR
2(4M2 − 1)

 .
(4.6)
Similar to TDHMF, the constant power strategy is the simplest transmitter
operation strategy but an inefficient one. The higher cardinality M-PAM
component works at the FEC BER cliff, and the other component actually
works error free. Two M-PAM modulation formats operate at different BERs,
thus FlexPAM has the potential of requiring two dedicated FEC codes for each
formats. However, it is contrary to FlexPAM original intention, which is having
a simpler and identical transmitter and receiver. Moreover, the sensitivity
performance shows that the constant power strategy has large back-to-back
penalties compared to other strategies.
2. Same Euclidean Distance (d1 = d2): In order to keep the minimum Euclidean
distance of the two M-PAM modulation formats (d1 and d2) the same, the
power ratio between two M-PAM must be constant. In addition, the SNR
perceived by each M-PAM modulation formats is respectively given by,
SNR1 =
M2 − 1
(8− 6κ)M2 − 2SNR, (4.7)
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and
SNR2 =
4M2 − 1
(8− 6κ)M2 − 2SNR. (4.8)
Thus, according to equation 4.4, the power ratio PR can be easily obtained.
Moreover, by substituting 4.7 and 4.8 into the overall BER expression in
equation4.3 and after reducing all its terms as functions of SNR, M and κ
yields, the final expression of BER in the same Euclidean distance strategy can
be obtained,
ΨFlexPAM =
M − κ+ 12
M (log2(M) + 1− κ)
erfc

√√√√ 3SNR
(8− 6κ)M2 − 2
 . (4.9)
3. Same BER (Ψ1 = Ψ2): In order to force the two M-PAM modulation formats
in the FlexPAM frame to operate at the same BER, one must determine the
required SNR of each format in order to achieve the target BER, Ψtarget. The
required SNR can be obtained by inverting the BER expression of 4.1 with a
given Ψtarget as,
SNRreq1 =
M2 − 1
3 erfc
−1
(
M log2(M)
M − 1 Ψtarget
)2
, (4.10)
and
SNRreq2 =
4M2 − 1
3 erfc
−1
(
2M log2(2M)
2M − 1 Ψtarget
)2
. (4.11)
The average BER of the entire frame is then obviously given by Ψtarget, whereas
the average SNR can be obtained by substituting SNRreq1 and SNRreq2 into
equation 4.5. In the end, the power ratio between two PAM formats is given
by,
PR = 10 log10
(
SNRreq2
SNRreq1
)
. (4.12)
4. Minimum BER (Ψmin): So as to achieve the minimum global BER requires to
find the optimum SNR pair, [SNRopt1 ,SNRopt2 ], that minimizes the estimated
BER of expression 4.3. Considering that for any given SNR, the value of SNR2
is automatically determined by the value of SNR1 through 4.5. Thus, the
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following optimization procedure can be applied to determine SNRopt1 ,
SNRopt1 =
SNR1 : ΨFlexPAM
SNR1,
SNR
2 − κSNR1
1− κ ,M


=
min
ΨFlexPAM
SNR1,
SNR
2 − κSNR1
1− κ ,M


 , (4.13)
whereas SNRopt2 is given by,
SNRopt2 =
SNR/2− κSNRopt1
1− κ . (4.14)
The average BER of the entire FlexPAM frame is then obtained,
ΨFlexPAM =
1
M (log2(M) + 1− κ)
·κ(M − 1)erfc

√√√√3SNRopt1
M2 − 1
+ (1− κ)(M − 12
)
erfc

√√√√3SNRopt2
4M2 − 1

 .
(4.15)
4.3.2 Back-to-Back Performance
From the last section, it can be concluded that FlexPAM has the same back-to-back
performance as TDHMF. Therefore, instead of showing all possible BpS back-to-back
performance, this section shows the detail of a specific FlexPAM case, which has
BpS=6 and is a hybrid between 2-PAM and 4-PAM with 0.5 format ratio.
In figure 4.3, it compares all four strategies in FlexPAM back-to-back performance
and gives the relation between BER and SNR. Obviously, the constant power strategy
(the blue line) is still a suboptimal choice. It has about a 1.2 dB SNR penalty against
to the other three strategies at the BER target (2 · 10−2). The minimum BER
strategy still has the best performance. All the other curves are on the right side of
the black solid curve which refers to the minimum BER strategy. The same BER and
the same Euclidean distance strategies, again, have negligible SNR penalty compared
to the minimum BER strategy. Similar to TDHMF, the minimum BER strategy
has the optimal performance but has the potential of requiring a more complex
system set-up. Two different and specific designed FEC codes maybe necessary for
the deployment of both M-PAM modulation formats. The same BER strategy offers
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a comparable performance in contrast to the minimum BER strategy, and it may
require a much easier implementation. Because, a same FEC code can be used for
both M-PAM at the same time. In addition, with only one FEC code employed, it
can eliminate the potential DSP interference that coming from two different sets of
FEC codes. Therefore, the same BER strategy can be considered as a conservative
choice.
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SNR [dB]
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Figure 4.3. FlexPAM BpS equal to 6 case. Two modulation formats are 2-
PAM and 4-PAM, format-ratio κ = 0.5. BER target, Ψtarget, is equal to 2·10−2.
the required SNR in the constant power strategy is 11.86 dB, the required
SNR in the same Euclidean distance strategy is 10.69 dB, the required SNR
in the same BER strategy is 10.63 dB and the required SNR in the minimum
BER strategy is 10.52 dB.
Complementary to the sensitivity analysis of figure 4.3, the frame structure, power
ratio and required SNR of FlexPAM is described in detailed in table 4.1 for a BpS
ranging from 4 to 12. Since it can play a key role on the signal performance after
non-linear fiber propagation, besides the power ratio between M-PAM formats, the
correspondent power ratio between polarization tributaries, PRpol, is also indicated
in table 4.1. It is defined as the power ratio between the Y polarization (assuming
the highest power polarization) and the X polarization. In particular, the vectors
in the "log2(M)" column refers to the FlexPAM symbol structure. It is also called
the BpS vector. Each element in the BpS vector refers to the number of bits of the
correspondent quadrature.
Since FlexPAM has the same back-to-back performance as the TDHMF, those
analysis for FlexPAM BpS=6 case are also correct in other FlexPAM BpS cases that
listed in table 4.1. Thus, other BpS cases are not discussed here.
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4.4 Arbitrary M-PAM Hybrid
As discussed in the previous section, FlexPAM has a huge amount of possible
combinations with different M-PAM for a given BpS. The previous sections only
consider on those combinations with two neighbouring M-PAM modulation formats.
In this section, a more general picture of FlexPAM hybrid combinations is presented.
In the figure 4.4, it shows the back-to-back performance of all possible FlexPAM
combinations. Three M-PAM modulation formats were considered. They are 2-PAM,
4-PAM and 8-PAM. Hence, the average BpS of the symbol ranged from 1 to 12.
The order of a specific M-PAM in the BpS vector does not affect the back-to-back
performance. For instance, when BpS=5, [1,1,1,2] and [1,2,1,1] have exactly the
same performance. For a given BpS, the optimum combination is the one with
two neighbouring M-PAM modulation formats. For example, in the BpS=6 case,
BpS vector [1,2,1,2] has the optimal back-to-back performance. Those suboptimal
choices are either having more than two kinds of M-PAMs or transmitting nothing
on more than one quadratures, such as [1,2,3,0]. It should be noted that TDHMF is
regarded as the reference sensitivity performance for a given BpS. Those optimum
combinations of FlexPAM should have the exactly same performance as TDHMF
according to the previous theoretical formulation analysis.
Therefore, instead of studying arbitrary FlexPAM hybrid combinations, I spent
most of my time in studying those combinations with two neighbouring M-PAM
modulation formats. In the rest of this thesis, the hybrid combinations of FlexPAM
are limited in the two neighbouring M-PAM modulation formats range.
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Figure 4.4. Sensitivity B2B performance of FlexPAM arbitrary M-PAM hybrid.
TDHMF is operated with same BER strategy. Note that HEXA, PM-8QAM and
PM-32QAM are indicated in the figure only as equivalent spectral efficiency solution
for BpS=3, BpS=6 and BpS=10 respectively.
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Chapter 5
The Gaussian Noise Model and
Mixed Formats Simulation System
5.1 Introduction
In the past few years, the coherent optical transmission systems have made steady
progress, and achieved the ever-increasing propagation performance records. The
outstanding format, PM-QPSK, has been proved that it has a better propagation
performance in [47] and [48]. In addition, the PM-16QAM has attracted considerable
interest [49]. At the same time, some attention has been put on other even higher
cardinality formats [50], [31].
Obviously, these record-broken systems are all operated over uncompensated
transmission links. Earlier works, both simulation [51] [52] and experimental results
[53], have already predicted such a scenario, that the optical transmission systems
have a better propagation performance without optical dispersion compensation.
It is a common agreement that not only the newly built link but also the upgrade
of the existing link, should implement the uncompensated transmission link. In
such a scenario, it is very important to understand the theoretical limitations of the
uncompensated transmission link and have an accurate and convenient prediction
tool.
Actually, there are two main factors that limit the long-haul transmission systems’
propagation performance. They are the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise
due to the optical amplifier and the non-linear interference (NLI) generation due to
the fiber Kerr effect. The ASE noise has been fully studied. As for the other one,
although the non-linear signal propagation in a dispersion-managed transmission
system has been studied for many years, there is no way to have a simple, easy-
understanding, and accurate analytical solution to describe the system performance.
However, in the context of uncompensated transmission, it is now possible to achieve
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such a goal.
In this chapter, the signal propagation properties and the Gaussian noise model
derivation are introduced in the first place. Then, the simulation methodology of
this thesis is described in detail, including the simulation system architecture and
the simulation steps. After that, a simulation example with the GN-model prediction
is presented in the last part.
5.2 Gaussian Noise Model
5.2.1 The Signal Propagation in Uncompensated Transmis-
sion
In the dispersion-managed transmission, the signal is kept the same at the end
of each span by using dispersion compensation. However, in the uncompensated
transmission, the signal is heavily affected by chromatic dispersion. The four electric
field components of the signal become an identical, statistically-independent and
zero-mean Gaussian like signal after several spans propagation. Figure 5.1 from [54]
shows that the signal after uncompensated transmission becomes Gaussian like.
As long as the uncompensated transmission started, every frequency component
of the signal become phase-scrambled because of the chromatic dispersion. The
signal’s matching phase is destroyed by the phase-scrambling and then generates
many random data symbols. The signal can be considered as the sum of many random
independent contributions, and then converges to Gaussian. This appearance implies
that the signal can be regarded as a sort of non-linear disturbance which is Gaussian-
noise-like. As a result, it is much easier to handle the signal in a statistical approach.
In addition, [55] has proved that even without ASE noise, the signal components
appear to be Gaussian like. In particular, there is no statistically dependency among
any components in this result. Figure 5.2 shows the scattering diagram of the signal
after DSP.
This phenomenon has also been testified in an experimental environment [56].
Two different transmitted power, the low power PL = −3 dBm and the high power
PH = +4 dBm, can realized the experimental environment that only have the ASE
noise or only have the fiber non-linear interference respectively. Figure 5.3 shows that
in the high transmitted power scenario, the noise fits the Gaussian probability density
function well of both real and imaginary parts, which means that the non-linear
interference can be considered as a Gaussian noise.
Therefore, in both simulation and experiment ways, the signal distribution
appears to be Gaussian like even without ASE noise. That is to say, the non-linear
interference can be considered as an excess additive Gaussian noise. Consequently,
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Figure 5.1. Optical field samples after 500 km of single mode fiber propagation,
the system symbol rate is 32 GBaud and using PM-QPSK.
Figure 5.2. WDM simulation over 3000 km of single mode fiber, the system symbol
rate is 28 GBaud, with 9 channels, 50 GHz channel spacing and using PM-QPSK.
The transmitted power per channel is set to 3 dBm and simulated without ASE.
the impact of non-linear interference on the systems can be estimated through an
alter signal-to-noise-ratio by simply adding the non-linear interference noise to ASE
noise.
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Figure 5.3. Experiment was carried on a system with 80 channels and the
channel spacing is 50 GHz (full C band). The system has 15 uniformed fiber
spans, which are all SSMF with 100 km span length. The transmitted power
is set to 4 dBm per channel.
5.2.2 Gaussian Noise Formula Derivation
In the context of uncompensated transmission, the transmission link can be equivalent
to the model which is depicted in figure 5.4. The ASE noise is coming from the
optical amplifier and the non-linear interference is coming from the fiber Kerr effect.
From the previous section, we can know that non-linear interference is Gaussian-like
and additive. In addition, it is uncorrelated with either ASE or the signal. Thus,
the optical signal-to-noise-ratio (OSNR) can be characterized in equation 5.1.
WDM 
Tx
Fiber G Rx
ASE 
noise
NLI
Figure 5.4. In the simplified uncompensated transmission link model, there is no
more dispersion compensation unit. The ASE noise and the non-linear interference
are added at the end of each span. The amplifier fully recovers the fiber span loss.
OSNR = Pch
PASE + PNLI
(5.1)
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Since the BER can be a function of OSNR (BER = Ψ(OSNR)), once the OSNR
is obtained, the system performance can be predicted. In equation 5.1, the channle
power Pch is easily obtained and determined by the system set-up. The ASE noise
power can be obtained as PASE =
∫
BOSNR
GASE df . Thus, finding the non-linear
interference power is the prior target. Since the non-linear interference power
PNLI =
∫
BOSNR
GNLI(f) df , the key part is to find the power spectrum density for the
non-linear interference power.
The first job to derive the solution for the non-linear interference power spectrum
density is to find a suitable Gaussian-noise signal model. Each channel of the WDM
comb can be regarded as a Gaussian random process. In order to use a four-wave-
mixing like approach to assess the non-linear interference, the signal spectrum must
be made up of spectral lines. For such a goal, the signal model can be described as
equation 5.2 and depicted as figure 5.5.
NWDM(f) =
+∞∑
n=−∞
ξn
√
f0GWDM(nf0)δ(f − nf0) (5.2)
GNWDM(f)
f
Figure 5.5. The average power spectrum of the Gaussian noise.
With the spectral line signal model, it is possible to find the linear propagation
solution for the Non-linear Schrödinger Equation (NLSE). Then, the Kerr term can
be generated by using the linear solution of NLSE. Using the Kerr term as a source
term, the non-linear interference field can be found. At the same time, the power
spectrum density of the non-linear interference field is also found. After looking up for
the frequency-continuous limit and taking the multi-span and the dual-polarization
into account, the Gaussian Noise Reference Formula (GNRF) in equation 5.3 can be
derived to measure the non-linear interference. More detail derivation can be found
in [57].
GNLI(f) =
16
27γ
2L2eff
+∞∫
−∞
+∞∫
−∞
GWDM(f1)GWDM(f2)GWDM(f1 + f1 − f)·
∣∣∣∣∣ 1− e−2αLSej4pi
2β2LS(f1−f)(f2−f)
1− j2pi2β2α−1(f1 − f)(f2 − f)
∣∣∣∣∣
2 sin2 (2NSpi2(f1 − f)(f2 − f)β2LS)
sin2 (2pi2(f1 − f)(f2 − f)β2LS) df1df2 (5.3)
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In particular, the power spectrum density of the non-linear interference in a
single span is in equation 5.4. Furthermore, it has been proved that the non-linear
interference power spectrum density GNLI(f) is approximately flat in any given WDM
channel over the bandwidth [1]. Figure 5.6 shows that, in a RS-SMF system with 11
channels and 20 span, the GNLI(f) shape is close to the shape of signal spectrum at
the center channel. As a result, the non-linear interference noise can be regarded
as Gaussian-like, additive and locally white. Since the full bandwidth integration
is complex and time-consuming, the locally white feature of GNLI(f) can effectively
simplify the numerical calculation process.
Figure 5.6. Enlarge figure of one channel. GNLI(f) is almost the same as
GWDM(f). Moreover, it can be considered as rectangular shape, and only
the center frequency is concerned.
G1spanNLI (f) =
16
27γ
2L2eff
+∞∫
−∞
+∞∫
−∞
GWDM(f1)GWDM(f2)GWDM(f1 + f1 − f)·
∣∣∣∣∣ 1− e−2αLSej4pi
2β2LS(f1−f)(f2−f)
1− j2pi2β2α−1(f1 − f)(f2 − f)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
df1df2 (5.4)
Therefore, the power spectrum density of non-linear interference can be simplified
to equation 5.5,
G1spanNLI ≈ γ2G3WDML2eff
(2
3
)3 asinh (12pi2|β2|Leff,aB2WDM)
pi|β2|Leff,a , (5.5)
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where Leff,a =
1
2α , Leff =
1− e(−2αLS)
2α , and β2 is the dispersion with the of [ps
2km−1].
Now the power of non-linear interference can be approximately calculated as,
PNLI ≈ GNLI ·BOSNR. (5.6)
Actually, figure 5.6 gives the worst performance of GNLI(f). Other channels’
GNLI(f) are all smaller than the one of the center channel. For simplification, the
power spectrum density of non-linear interference at the center channel is assumed
to represent all the other power spectrum densities. Even if this assumption would
result in a worse system propagation performance prediction, the prediction offers a
good enough accuracy within a short calculation time.
5.2.3 Non-linear Interference Noise Accumulation
After the derivation of GNLI(f) in one span, an important question needs to be
addressed urgently. How does the NLI noise accumulate along the fiber spans? Does
it relate to the optical signal bandwidth BWDM, or the number of channels Nch, or
the number of spans Ns.
Since the non-linear interference is added at the end of each span, it is possible
to have a roughly estimation of the total non-linear interference with the incoherent
law. Therefore, the non-linear interference grows exactly as the number of span NS
in equation 5.7.
GNLI ≈ G1spanNLI ·NS (5.7)
The incoherent non-linear interference accumulation just provides a rough prediction
of the total non-linear interference. Simulations proved that actual total non-
linear interference is larger than the number calculated with incoherent law. And
numerical studies suggest that the coherent non-linear interference accumulation can
be modelled through the "ε-law" in equation 5.8.
GNLI ≈ G1spanNLI ·N1+εS ε > 0 (5.8)
The "ε-law" is quite accurate in measuring the coherent non-linear interference
summation. And the ε can be calculated in equation 5.9.
ε ≈ 310 · loge
1 + 6LS Leff,aasinh(12pi2|β2|Leff,aB2WDM
)
 (5.9)
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5.3 Mixed Formats Simulation System
5.3.1 Simulation System Layout
The coherent optical transmission system for this thesis is built within MATLAB and
OptSim. MATLAB (matrix laboratory) is a multi-paradigm numerical computing
environment and fourth-generation programming language. OptSim is a software for
design and simulation of the optical transmission system.
The bit and electrical signal generation are realized in MATLAB. The Pseudo
Binary Bit Sequence (PRBS) is used to generate the original bit sequence. In addition,
the degree of PRBS is kPRBSrm, i.e., the maximum sequence length is 2kPRBS − 1. The
gray coding is used to map the bit sequence into the electrical voltage signal. In
particular, all these electrical signal is Non Return to Zero (NRZ). Then, four series
of electrical voltage signal represented the four components of the electrical field are
saved and passed to OptSim.
The optical transmission link is built inside the OptSim. The transmitter archi-
tecture is shown in figure 5.7, four parallel Mach-Zehnder modulators are used to
modulate on each quadrature of the optical field. The Nyquist filter is employed as
the shaping filter. It is used to generate a squared of raised-cosine spectrum, thus
the ISI can be removed from the system. It also can compensate for the "sinc" shape
of NRZ pulses. The transfer function of Nyquist filter is in equation 5.10.
H(f) =
√
rcosα(f)
sinc
(
pi
f
RS
) (5.10)
Where the RS is the symbol rate and the rcosα(f) is the raised-cosine function with
a roll-off α. The rcosα(f) is described in equation 5.11.
rcosα(f) =

T, |f | ≤ 1− α2T
T
2
[
1 + cos
(
piT
α
[
|f | − 1− α2T
])]
,
1− α
2T < |f | ≤
1 + α
2T
0, otherwise
(5.11)
With a Polarizing Beam Splitter (PBS), the two polarization optical signal are
combined together and passed through the fiber channel, and then pumped into
the fiber span link. The coherent link architecture is shown in the figure 5.8. The
channel comb is composed by 13 Nyquist WDM channel, where the channel spacing
∆f is 50 GHz. In addition, each channel has its own 12 PRBSs with a degree equal
to 16. In particular, all these PRBSs are different and uncorrelated. The system
has a gross symbol rate RS = 32 Gbaud, which assumes a 28% overhead due to
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Figure 5.7. Transmitter structure of the simulation system in OptSim. MZ is the
Mach-Zehnder modulator. PBS is the Polarizing Beam Splitter.
the protocol and the FEC coding. Thus, each channel carries a net symbol rate
RS = 25 Gbaud, and the corresponding net bit rate is Rb = RS ·BpS, where the BpS
is determined by the chosen modulation format. It should be pointed out that in
the following chapter, instead of using BpS, the net bit rate Rb is used to represent
every specific mixed formats case.
Inside the fiber span, the standard single model fiber (SSMF) is employed, whose
dispersion D = 16.7 ps/nm/km, loss α = 0.22 dB/km, fiber non-linearity coefficient
γ = 1.3 1/W/k and the effective area is 83 µm2. The span length LS = 100 km.
The Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA) is employed at the end of each span,
and it has a noise figure F = 5 dB. It should be pointed out that the ASE noise of
EDFA is added at the receiver side instead of the end of each span as depicted in
5.4. The fiber span loss is completely recover by the amplifier.
The receiver architecture is depicted in figure 5.9. The local oscillator (LO) is
combined with the incoming signal and then sent into two 90-degree hybrids (one for
each polarization, and more detail about this component is shown in figure 5.10).
The LO is assumed ideal and has the same frequency as the center channel. In
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Nyquist WDM Tx RxEDFA
G,F
x Ns
LS
D, α, γ
Figure 5.8. 13 Nyquist WDM channels with 50 GHz channel spacing are combined
together and transmitted through the coherent link. The SSMF is employed. The
fiber span lose is fully recovered by the amplifier.
particular, all the laser linewidth in this simulation is 0, thus there was no phase
noise in the simulation. All the signal components were received and detected by
four balanced photo-detectors (BPDs). Then, four 5th order low-pass Bessel filters
are used to filter each components, and the filter -3 dB bandwidth is equal to 16
GHz. All the chromatic dispersion is compensated electronically in a compound
component inside OptSim. After that, all the signal is sampled at 2 samples per
symbol for digital data processing (DSP). It should be point out that, quantization
effects are neglected here.
The DSP is also realized in MATLAB. An equalizer with 51-taps FIR filters was
employed, and its training sequence length was 30000. In addition, the equalizer
coefficients were adjusted according to the least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm, and
it is followed by a threshold-based decision. All the data processing was done off-line
within MATLAB.
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Figure 5.9. The simulation receiver architecture. Four balanced photo-detectors
are used in the coherent front-end. The electric dispersion compensation unit is
integrated inside the OptSim.
Figure 5.10. The local oscillator has the same frequency as the center channel.
Every component is assumed to work in an ideal condition.
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5.3.2 Simulation Methodology
In this section, a complete simulation procedure is presented to explain the simulation
methodology of the thesis. PM-16QAM is chosen as the modulation format. The
BERtarget is 2 · 10−2. Calculating the required SNR of the system is the first job.
According to equation 5.12, the required SNR in theory is 12.6705 dB [45].
ΨPM−16QAM =
3
8erfc
√3SNR
10
 (5.12)
It should be pointed out that, instead of using OSNR, SNR is used here for easy
understanding. The relation between OSNR and SNR is given in equation 5.13,
where Bn is the OSNR bandwidth. This formula only works under the condition
that the receiver has a matched filter, if not, the relationship between OSNR and
SNR will become more complex.
OSNR = RS
Bn
SNR (5.13)
In both theory analysing and system back-to-back performance evaluating, the Bn is
assumed equal to RS. But in propagation simulation, the Bn is always 12.48 GHz
(0.1 nm).
In a back-to-back simulation, the optical signal is directly passed from the
transmitter to the receiver, the fiber does not participate in this part. The back-to-
back simulation runs several times by varying different ASE noise at the receiver
side. At each run, the BER performance is recorded. With the linear interpolation
algorithm, the required SNR in back-to-back performance can be obtained. Normally,
the simulation required SNR and the theory required SNR are almost the same.
However, when the modulation format has a over large constellation size like PM-
64QAM, the error floor is obvious. At the BER target, the simulation required SNR
is larger than theory required SNR. In such a scenario, the simulation required SNR
is regarded as the required SNR for the following simulation steps. More details
about the error floor can be found in [58].
After obtaining the required SNR, the system propagation performance can be
predicted based on GN-model that realized in MATLAB. As depicted in figure 5.11,
the black solid line refers to the incoherent GN-model prediction and the black dash
line refers to the coherent GN-model prediction. The GN-model prediction provides
information about the optimum transmitted power per channel and how far the
system can reach, which both are quite important in the simulation. Otherwise, too
much time is spent on finding the proper simulation parameters. In this example,
the optimum transmitted power is around 0.5 dBm and the system maximum reach
is around 19 span. Previous analysis showed that the same BER strategy offers good
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enough back-to-back performance in contrast to other strategies. In this thesis, all
the following propagation simulations use the same BER strategy as the transmitter
operation strategy.
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Figure 5.11. Example of PM-16QAM in non-linear uncompensated propagation.
Incoherent GN-model has higher maximum reach than coherent GN-model, because
of GNLI,COH is larger than GNLI,INC which could be proven by Eq. 5.7 and 5.8.
GN-model offers a relatively precise prediction without excessive CPU cost.
Five transmitted power around the optimum transmitted power are chosen. In
this example, the five chosen values are -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 dBm. For each
transmitted power, a series fiber spans are simulated. At the end of each span, a
standard receiver followed by the LMS algorithm equalizer and the threshold-based
decision is employed to detect the signal and obtain the BER. By applying the linear
interpolation algorithm, the maximum span numbers giving the BER below the BER
target can be found. The largest maximum reach of all these transmitted powers is
regarded as the system maximum reach.
It should be pointed out that, the linear interpolation algorithm generates the
maximum transmitted span with a fractional number, such as 9.5 span. The fractional
number can not be consider as a full span in the practical implementation. However,
it can be considered as as a sort of system margin. The increase in the fractional
number, for instance from 9.1 to 9.8, implies that the system can obtain an extra
margin. Such an extra system margin although can not counted as a full fiber span,
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it can be useful in reducing the system sensitivity requirement.
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Chapter 6
Mixed Formats Non-Linear
Uncompensated Propagation
6.1 Introduction
After the back-to-back performance analysis, the subsequent reseach was to evaluate
the propagation performance of both TDHMF and FlexPAM in an uncompensated
non-linear coherent optical transmission system. All the simulation carried in this
chapter were operated within the same system which is decribed in section 5.3.1. Since
the GN-model is developed based on the standard square QAM modulation formats,
the asymmetric frame structure and power unbalanced features of both TDHMF
and Flex-PAM may incur some penalties compared to the GN-model preditions. In
additon, such speculation has been proved experimentally [44].
The blue line in the schematic figure 6.1 shows that without any countermeasure,
the non-linear propagation performance of mixed formats may has some penalties
against to the GN-model prediction. Thus, a main concerning in this chapter is to find
countermeasures for the mixed formats, which can improve the system propagation
performance and move system working area from the blue line to the red line.
In this chapter, the non-linear propagation performance of THDMF is discussed in
the first place. Then, three feasible countermeasures are presented and evaluated, and
they are polarization interleaving, power ratio tuning and pre distortion. Secondly,
similar countermeasures are applied on the FlexPAM propagation simulation, and
their effectiveness on the FlexPAM propagation have also been testified. In the
end, the propagation performance of all possible bit rate cases are discussed, and in
particular, propagation with countermeasures and without countermeasure are both
contained in the discussion.
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Figure 6.1. The schematic diagram of a mixed format propagation performance.
6.2 TDHMF Non-linear Propagation and Coun-
termeasures
6.2.1 Polarization Interleaving
Since all the square QAM family is polarization symmetric, the TDHMF composed
by two neighbouring square QAM also should be polarization symmetric. In figure
6.2, it displays an example of TDHMF with two modulation formats, F1 and F2,
with a 0.5 format ratio. The X polarization of TDHMF is exactly the same as the Y
polarization.
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Figure 6.2. A pictorial description of TDHMF without polarization interleaving
applied. F1 and F2 represent the two hybrid modulation formats.
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Since the same BER strategy is applied as the transmitter operation strategy,
the higher cardinality format has a much higher power than the lower cardinality
format (see figure 3.3). In such a scenario, the signal power is unequally distributed
along the time domain. For each polarization, the signal power goes up and down
along the time domain. In addition, the polarization symmetric feature of TDHMF
makes the situation even worse.
In order to reduce the power unbalance along the time domain, the polarization
interleaving (PI) is applied. In figure 6.3, it is the TDHMF in figure 6.2 after applying
PI. The whole Y polarization is shifted to the right by the number of the symbols
of format F1. As a result, it creates a much better power balanced frame structure
along the time domain, and reduces the non-linear impairment.
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Figure 6.3. A pictorial description of polarization interleaving in TDHMF. F1 and
F2 represent the two hybrid modulation formats.
Certainly, the PI can be extended to other format ratio cases. Assuming the frame
length is equal to four, the figure 6.4 presents how to apply PI when the format ratio
is equal to 0.75 and 0.25. In the case of polarization interleaving, for κ = 0.75/0.25,
instead of aligning "2M"/"M" at the beginning/ending of the Y polarization frame,
they are locating at the second/third symbol of the Y polarization frame. It should
be pointed out that, there is no analytical solution for applying the PI on a TDHMF
with a frame length equal to N . It depends on both the format ratio κ and the frame
length N .
To illustrate the advantage of PI, three bit-rate cases are presented here, and they
are TDHMF 225G, 250G and 275G. They are all the hybrid between PM-16QAM
and PM-64QAM with κ = 0.75/0.50/0.25 respectively. In figure 6.5, a 0.25 dB
gain is obtained in the 225G case after applying PI. In figure 6.6, a 0.17 dB gain is
obtained in the 250G case after applying PI. In the figure 6.7, although the system
performance does improved after applying PI in the 275G case, the improvement is
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Figure 6.4. Four typical format ratio values are include in this figure. The number
of symbol per frame is 4. Therefore, κ = 1 is pure square QAM; κ = 0.75 is
represented both 125G and 225G cases; κ = 0.75 is represented both 150G and
250G cases; κ = 0.75 is represented both 175G and 275G cases.
insignificant and limited in a small range.
In the 275G case, the format ratio is 0.25, which means the higher cardinality
format dominates the TDHMF overall performance. As long as the total frame
length is four, no matter where to align the three symbols of PM-64QAM, they
always contribute over 90% of the total signal power. In such a scenario, with or
without PI does no make a huge impact on reducing the power unbalance along the
time domain. For the same reason, both TDHMF 275G with or without PI cases
have almost the same performance as the GN-model prediction, which is totally
impossible for the previous two bit rate cases.
TDHMF 125G, 150G and 175G are not shown here, they have the similar
performance as these three cases. It should be pointed out that, the polarization
interleaving frame structure does not affect the back-to-back performance. For all bit
rate cases, with or without PI cases have exactly the same back-to-back performance.
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Figure 6.5. TDHMF 225G case, which contained PM-16QAM and PM-64QAM
with format ratio κ = 0.75, with or without PI both are reported. Through using
PI, system obtains approximately 0.25 dB gain, and gets closer to the GN-model
prediction. Noted that, after applying PI the optimum working power is shifted
from 0 dBm to 0.5 dBm.
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Figure 6.6. TDHMF 250G case, which contained PM-16QAM and PM-
64QAM with format ratio κ = 0.50, with or without PI both are reported.
Through using PI, system obtains approximately 0.17 dB gain, and gets closer
to the GN-model prediction.
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Figure 6.7. TDHMF 275G case, which contained PM-16QAM and PM-64QAM
with format ratio κ = 0.25, with or without PI both are reported. In this case,
TDHMF with PI has almost the same performance as the one without PI.
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6.2.2 Power Ratio Tuning
Besides the polarization interleaving, the power ratio tuning is proposed to improve
the propagation performance of TDHMF.
By slightly tuning away from the TDHMF optimum working PR, we can improve
the system performance in some cases. Here, the optimum working PR refers to the
PR that can force the two modulation formats to operate with same BER in the
back-to-back performance. The exact number of the optimum working PR for every
bit rate cases can be seen in table 4.1.
When the format ratio κ is equal to 0.75, in the figure ??, the 125G case is
obtained a 0.11 dB gain after tuning PR from 6.4 dB to 6.8 dB. In addition, at the
bottom part of the figure, the 225G case is obtained a 0.19 dB gain after tuning PR
from 5.7 dB to 6.3 dB.
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Figure 6.8. The propagation performance after applying power ratio tuning
of both 125G (top) and 225G (bottom) cases, which both have κ = 0.75. After
tuning up the power ratio, system maximum reach has increased 0.11 dB for
125G and 0.19 dB for 225G.
However, the PR tuning advantage is not that significant when the format ratio
is equal to 0.5. In figure 6.9, the 150G case, after tuning away from the optimum
working PR, it just has a slight gain, and the performance is not stable. In the
250G case, an improve momentum is observed when tuning up the PR, but the
improvement is limited.
When the format ratio is equal to 0.25, as shown in figure 6.10 the advantage
of PR tuning have disappeared. When the same amount of PR is tuned as before,
the system performance becomes bad. In the 175G case, at the PR equal to 6.8
dB case, the system performance has a negative gain compared to the one with
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Figure 6.9. Power ratio tuning in both 150G (top) and 250G (bottom) cases,
where κ = 0.50. After tuning up the power-ratio, both system maximum reach
have a slightly increasing, however when keeps tuning up power-ratio, the system
performance decrease.
the optimum working PR. In the 275G case, all the increase and decrease of the
propagation results vary in a small range. Neither 175G nor 275G had improvement
after tuning PR.
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Figure 6.10. Power ratio tuning in both 175G (top) and 275G (bottom) cases,
where κ = 0.25. Power-ratio has little impact on these two cases, increasing of Nspan
is barely count, over tuning power-ratio, they system performance would decrease.
Actually, more than one thing can affect the effectiveness of PR tuning, and
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each factor counteracts each other. First, inside the TDHMF, the higher cardinality
component suffers the most from nonlinear interference. Figure 6.11 shows that inside
the TDHMF 225G, under the optimum working PR conditions, the two components
performs in a different way. The red line, PM-16QAM, has a much better propagation
performance than the blue line, PM-64QAM. In addition, table 6.1 shows that in
most of the PR cases the lower cardinality component has a better propagation
performance.
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Figure 6.11. Individual propagation performance of PM-16QAM and PM-64QAM
in the TDHMF 250G case. PM-64QAM suffers more from fiber nonlinearity and
becomes the lower performance component.
Second, when tuning up the PR, it is basically pumping more power into the
higher cardinality component and improving its propagation performance. To fully
understand the benefit of the tuning PR, the non-linearity must be removed from
the simulation. If the fiber non-linearity is fully cancelled, the two componets of
TDHMF have the same propagation performance. In figure 6.12, the two components
of TDHMF 225G case, PM-16QAM has the same performance as the PM-64QAM
after each span under the optimum working PR conditions. After tuning up the PR,
the two curves split. The PM-64QAM (red dash line) has outperformed PM-16QAM
(blue dash line) when the fiber non-linearity is removed.
As a result, in the low transmitted power region (where the fiber non-linear effect
is negligible), the higher cardinality modulation format’s propagation performance
got improved after tuning PR. Although higher cardinality format suffers more from
fiber non-linearity, its overall propagation performance obtains a certain amount
of gain after tuning PR. In table 6.1, the maximum reach of PM-64QAM inside
TDHMF 225G has been steadily enhanced after tuning up the PR.
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Figure 6.12. Simulation result of TDHMF 225G in linear fiber propagation. Since
Ψtarget = 2·10−2, system theory working power-ratio is equal to 5.69. In such scenario
PM-16QAM and PM-64QAM have same performance for different transmission
power. When the power-ratio is increased, more power is pumped into PM-64QAM.
In this linear propagation, PM-64QAM has a better performance than PM-16QAM.
For each transmitted power PTx, it has about 2 Nspan advantage.
Power-Ratio [dB] 5.5 5.6 5.69 5.8 5.9 6.0
MR 16QAM [Nspan] 12.7885 12.6320 12.4131 12.2963 12.1373 11.94418
MR 64QAM [Nspan] 10.9015 10.9733 10.9614 11.1922 11.2665 11.2049
Overall MR [Nspan] 10.9015 10.9733 10.9614 11.1922 11.2665 11.2049
Power-Ratio [dB] 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.6 6.8
MR 16QAM [Nspan] 11.8684 11.7034 11.6109 11.4289 11.1901 10.9313
MR 64QAM [Nspan] 11.3021 11.3651 11.4502 11.4159 11.6619 11.7335
Overall MR [Nspan] 11.3021 11.3651 11.4502 11.4159 11.1901 10.9313
Table 6.1. TDHMF 225G cases power-ratio tuning detail maximum reach data.
The optimum working PR is 5.69 dB.
Furthermore, operating with the same BER strategy implies that the worst
performance of the two components of TDHMF determines the maximum reach of
the TDHMF. As illustrated in table 6.1, as long as the PM-64QAM’s maximum
reach is shorter than PM-16QAM, it determines the maximum reach of TDHMF
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225G.
Moreover, tuning away from the optimum working PR implies an extra SNR
penalty, and this will cancel the PR tuning gain. As a result, one can not continuously
enlarge the PR to improve the system performance. Therefore, for certain cases of
TDHMF, like 125G and 225G, PR tuning is an effective tool in improving performance.
For some cases, like 175G and 275G, it does not work.
6.2.3 Pre Distortion Application
No matter in the IMDD system or the coherent optical transmission system, the
chromatic dispersion is the main issue in optical fiber transmission system. In the
IMDD systems, the dispersion compensation unit is added into the link to provide
substantial performance gains. In the new era of coherent systems operating over the
uncompensated transmission links, lots of studies have been carried to prove that
the chromatic dispersion pre-compensation is also quite useful in this novel scheme,
in both simulations [59] [60] and experiments [61] [62] [63].
Instead of pre compensating dispersion before the link, previous work [21] have
shown that for TDHMF, adding an extra chromatic dispersion (pre distortion)
before the propagation can significantly improve the system performance. However,
simulations in [21] were operated with the minimum BER strategy. In this section,
the effectiveness of pre distortion is testified again, but with the same BER strategy.
A fiber grating component is employed before the fiber in order to add pre
distortion. In addition, the extra chromatic dispersion ranged from 0 to 30000 ps/nm.
Unfortunately, pre distortion does not work when the transmitter is operated with
the same BER strategy. Figure 6.13 shows the impact of pre distortion on the system
performance for both the 150G and the 175G cases. In the TDHMF 150G case,
an insignificant gain is obtained with a small amount of pre distortion. But when
the pre distortion increases, the system performance obtain negative gain. In the
175G case, the pre distortion technique is still not effective in improving the system
performance. Other bit rate simulations also did not have a significant gain after
employing the pre distortion technique.
Then, to have a more general picture of the pre distortion technique effectivenees,
the PI was also considered. In figure 6.14, both TDHMF 250G with or without PI
cases are taken into account. In both cases, the system performance decreases when
the pre distortion increases. For the TDHMF 250G with PI case, the maximum
reach lost about 0.5 Nspan when the pre distortion is equal to 30,000 [ps/nm]. For
the TDHMF 250G with PI case, the maximum reach lost about 0.3 Nspan when the
pre distortion equal to 20,000 [ps/nm]. Other TDHMF bit rate with/without PI
comparison simulations all showed a similar behaviour. Hence, with or without PI
can not affect the effectiveness of pre distortion on TDHMF.
Actually, too much pre dispersion will distort the signal heavily and increase the
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Figure 6.13. Top: TDHMF 150G with PI case, when pre-distortion raised up to
400 ps/nm, system performance obtained 0.04 dB gain, after 1000 ps/nm, system
performance keeps decreasing; bottom: TDHMF 175G case, with pre distortion
increasing, the system maximum reach keeps decreasing.
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250G with PI
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Figure 6.14. Top: TDHMF 250G with PI case, system performance fluctuated
in a small range (about 0.2 Nspan), and keeps decreasing when pre distortion
increases; bottom: TDHMF 250 without PI case, system performance has an
inverse relation with pre distortion.
complexity of the receiver. For TDHMF with same BER strategy, the pre distortion
is not an effective tool in mitigating the non-linear interference.
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6.3 FlexPAM Non-linear Propagation and Coun-
termeasures
6.3.1 Polarization Interleaving
Since the FlexPAM has a time constant frame structure, the polarization interleaving
that similar to the TDHMF cannot be employed on FlexPAM. But, when the format
ratio κ = 0.5, there actually exists two types of frame structure, which are depicted
in figure 6.15. The first one, which is defined as the without PI type, has the two
M-PAMs that aligning in different polarizations. The second one, which is defined
as the with PI type, has the two M-PAMs that interleaving with each other in both
polarizations. Apparently, FlexPAM with PI has a symmetric polarization symbol
structure. This property gives a big advantage in the non-linear uncompensated
signal propagation. It should be pointed out that, both frame structure type of the
format ratio κ = 0.5 cases have the same back-to-back performance, which means
that the polarization interleaving does not affect the back-to-back performance.
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Figure 6.15. The entire frame structure of FlexPAM composed by two neigh-
bour M-PAMs. In this thesis, κ = 1 represents pure format, κ = 0.75 represents
FlexPAM 125G and 225G cases, κ = 0.5 represents FlexPAM 150G and 250G
cases, and κ = 0.25 represents FlexPAM 175G and 275G cases. In the back-to-
back simulation, for κ = 0.5 case, FlexPAM with PI has the same performance
as the one without PI.
The FlexPAM 150G propagation performance is shown in figure 6.16. It is a
hybrid between 2-PAM and 4-PAM with format ratio κ = 0.5. The FlexPAM with
PI structure has a 1.3 dB Nspan advantage compared to the one without PI.
The FlexPAM 250G case has the same format ratio κ = 0.5, but it is composed
by 4-PAM and 8-PAM. Figure 6.17 reports a 1 dB Nspan advantage of the FlexPAM
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Figure 6.16. The maximum reach versus the launched power per channel for
FlexPAM 150G case, including both with and without PI cases. FlexPAM
150G is composed by 2-PAM and 4-PAM with format ratio κ = 0.5. The
overall bits per symbol is 6.
250G after applying PI.
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Figure 6.17. The maximum reach versus the launched power per channel for
FlexPAM 250G case, including both with and without PI cases. FlexPAM
250G is composed by 4-PAM and 8-PAM with format ratio κ = 0.5. The
overall bits per symbol is 10.
When the format ratio is equal to 0.5, the system performance of FlexPAM
with PI has a significant improvement, and gets closer to the GN-model prediction.
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It should be pointed out that, there is no difference of both FlexPAM symbol
structure in the back-to-back performance. A more polarization power balanced
symbol structure can definitely mitigate the fiber non-linear interference.
6.3.2 Power Ratio Tuning
Instead of tuning up the PR to obtain improvement like TDHMF, the FlexPAM
tunes down the PR to improve the system performance. In figure 6.18, the PR
tuning technique is employed to both 125G and 225G cases. In the 125G case, a 0.25
dB gain is obtained after tuning down the PR to 6 dB. In the 225G case, a 0.31 dB
gain is obtained after tuning down the PR to 5.2 dB. Noted that both cases have a
format ratio κ = 0.75.
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Figure 6.18. The power-ratio tuning in Flex-PAM 125G and 225G, whose for-
mat-ratio κ = 0.75. After power-ratio tuning, the system performance has 0.25 dB
and 0.31 dB gain respectively.
When the format ratio κ = 0.50, both FlexPAM 150G and 250G benefit from
the PR tuning even after PI is applied. In figure 6.19, a 0.24 dB gain is reported in
the 150G case after tuning down the PR to 6.1 dB; and a 0.40 dB gain is reported
in the 250G case after tuning down the PR to 5.2 dB.
However, when the format ratio is equal to 0.25, no obvious gain is obtained from
the PR tuning. It is reported that in figure 6.20, the result of both the 175G and
the 275G cases vary in a small range. In addition, these amount of data variation
can be ignored.
To provide a more in-depth analysis of the system performance after applying the
tuning PR technique, in figure 6.21, the SNR penalty ∆SNR is shown. It is incurred
by sweeping the power ratio between formats. Indeed, the optimum back-to-back
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Figure 6.19. The power-ratio tuning in Flex-PAM 150G and 250G, whose for-
mat-ratio κ = 0.50. After power-ratio tuning, the system performance has 0.24
dB and 0.40 dB gain respectively. Note that, for both 150G and 250G cases
polarization-interleaving have already applied.
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Figure 6.20. Power-ratio tuning in Flex-PAM 175G and 275G, whose format-ratio
κ = 0.25. System performance did not benefit from the power-ratio tuning.
performance (∆SNR = 0dB) is obtained at the theoretical values listed in table
4.1, 6.46 dB for M=2 and 5.72 dB for M=4. The slope of the curves in figure 6.21
represents how fast does ∆SNR evolves with ∆PR, and it strongly depends on the
format ratio κ. For the power ratio lower than the optimum, the growth of ∆SNR
evolves slower with lower κ, whereas the opposite is true for power ratios larger than
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the optimum. If the maximum SNR penalty is 0.2 dB, one will have an approximate
2.5 dB PR reduction tolerance for the κ = 0.25 case. Whereas only an approximate
0.5 dB PR reduction tolerance is allowed for the κ = 0.75 case.
Note that, although from the back-to-back perspective, it does not make sense
to tune the PR, for the signal propagation in the fiber, reducing the PR can be
an effective tool for the mitigation of non-linear effects. In contrast with TDHMF,
the distribution of the optical power is inherently constant over time for FlexPAM.
However, it suffers from the power unbalance between polarization tributaries, which
can only be solved through PI for the κ = 0.5 case (see figure 6.15). In the remaining
cases (κ = 0.25 and κ = 0.75), it is not possible to avoid optical power unbalance by
simply rearranging the PAM formats among the four quadratures. In such a scenario,
reducing PR is a possible way to counteracting polarization power unbalance. As a
result, the SNR penalty is incurred in figure 6.21.
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Figure 6.21. The SNR penalty (∆SNR) is suffered in back-to-back by tuning the
power ratio around its optimum value when operating with the same BER strategy.
The target BER is 2× 10−2.
The relationship between the quadrature power ratio, PR, and the polarization
power ratio, PRpol, is illustrated in figure 6.22 for different FlexPAM configurations.
Note that PRpol is not depend on M , but on both PR and format ratio. It is also
worth emphasizing that, similar to the behaviour depicted in figure 6.21, any changes
on the polarization power ratio are less sensitive for the κ = 0.25 case. That’s
why for both FlexPAM 175G and 275G, the effectiveness of PR tuning is not that
obvious. When κ = 0.75, while PRpol decreases with decreasing PR at a rate of 0.7
dB/dB, there is only an approximate 0.2 dB of PRpol variation for PRpol ∈ [5,6]dB.
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Therefore, for the FlexPAM 125G and 225G cases, the PR tuning has a significant
impact on the system performance improving.
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Figure 6.22. FlexPAM: the impact of PR tuning on the power unbalance between
polarization tributaries (or equivalently, the polarization power-ratio PRpol)
6.3.3 Pre Distortion Application
The effectiveness of pre distortion technique is testified again in this section but with
FlexPAM.
Still, the pre distortion technique can not improve the system performance in
the FlexPAM propagation(see figure 6.23). The results have some fluctuation in
first couple of hundreds pre distortion. After 1000 ps/nm pre distortion, the system
performance decreases with pre distortion increasing. Other bit rate cases also do
not benefit from pre distortion.
Similar to TDHMF, the PI is considered to have a better understanding of the
pre distortion technique. In figure 6.24, it displays how the maximum reach evolves
when the pre distortion increases of both FlexPAM 250G with and without PI cases.
For FlexPAM 250G without PI case, the maximum reach decrease about 0.6 Nspan
when the pre distortion is equal to 30000 ps/nm. For the FlexPAM 250G with PI
case, all the simulation results vary in a small range about 0.1 Nspan. No significant
improvement is obtained after applying PI.
Since the FlexPAM has an asymmetric symbol structure, more pre distortion
could further distort the signal. Hence, the pre distortion technique does not work
on FlexPAM either.
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Figure 6.23. The maximum reach of FlexPAM 150G in different pre distortion.
Noted that the target BER is 10−3 in this case.
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Figure 6.24. The maximum reach of FlexPAM 250G in different pre distortion
cases, including both with and without PI conditions. Noted that the target
BER is 2 · 10−2 in this figure.
6.4 Non-linear Propagation Comparison
6.4.1 Propagation without countermeasures
The first step of this section analysis is to evaluate the maximum transmission
distance that can be achieved for each considered modulation strategy - TDHMF
and FlexPAM - without applying any countermeasures for non-linear impairments.
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The maximum reach is defined in terms of the maximum number of fiber spans,
Nspans, along which the signal can propagate, while still guaranteeing the operation
below the given target BER. The results of this simulation campaign are shown in
the figure 6.25, in terms of maximum reach versus net channel bit rate.
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Figure 6.25. The maximum reach achieved by TDHMF and Flex-PAM for different
bit-rates ranging from 100G to 300G without any nonlinear mitigation countermea-
sures. Note that both PM-8QAM and PM-32QAM are indicated in the figures only
as equivalent spectral efficiency solutions for 150G and 250G.
As expected, without the implementation of any non-linear mitigation techniques,
both TDHMF and FlexPAM perform worse than the GN-model predictions due
to the power unbalance in time (TDHMF) and in polarization (FlexPAM). In
particular, FlexPAM performs much worse, especially at 150G and 250G. The higher
power level needed by the higher cardinality format generates an extra non-linear
impairment in fiber propagation, compared to a transmission technique based on
constant power. Consequently, the maximum reach is significantly reduced with
respect to the GN-model predictions.
It is important to refer that TDHMF has been tested with a frame composed
of only 4 symbols (or 4 time slots), thus approximately reaching its maximum
performance. Note that in [21] it has been shown that TDHMF tends to significantly
degrade its non-linear propagation performance with increasing frame-size.
Focusing on the FlexPAM results and considering M = 2, one can observe a
shortening of the maximum reach of about 25% (1.25 dB) for κ = 0.75, whereas a
smaller penalty of approximately 11.5% (0.5 dB) is found for the case of κ = 0.25.
This can be justified by the fact that the polarization power unbalance of FlexPAM
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is inherently lower for κ = 0.25 - approximately 2 dB - as shown in the table 4.1.
The same exact pattern can be observed for the case of M = 4, but with a reduced
penalty: 24% (1.2 dB) and 9.5% (0.4 dB) for κ = 0.75 and κ = 0.25, respectively.
In addition, this slight penalty reduction is well matched with the correspondent
reduction of PRpol in table 4.1 from M = 2 to M = 4. It therefore becomes apparent
that polarization power unbalance plays a critical role in the non-linear propagation
performance of FlexPAM.
6.4.2 Propagation with countermeasures
In order to counteract the fiber non-linearity and improve system propagation perfor-
mance, the PI and PR tuning techniques are applied to both TDHMF and FlexPAM.
The overall effectiveness of the proposed non-linear mitigation countermeasures is
summarized in figure 6.26, which shows the maximum reach versus net bit-rate for the
two hybrid modulation techniques including non-linear impairments’ countermeasures.
The GN-model predictions are also plotted as a performance benchmark.
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Figure 6.26. The maximum reach achieved by TDHMF and Flex-PAM for
different bit-rates ranging from 100G to 300G when applying nonlinear miti-
gation countermeasures: PI and PR tuning. Note that both PM-8QAM and
PM-32QAM are indicated in the figure only as equivalent spectral efficiency
solutions for 150G and 250G.
As a direct comparison with the result of figure 6.25, figure 6.26 reveals that both
TDHMF and FlexPAM got an improvement and getting closer to the GN-model
predictions due to the reduction of non-linear effects.
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For TDHMF, after applying PI and PR tuning, it almost has the same performance
as the GN-model predictions for all the tested bit rates. For FlexPAM, the PI is
an very effective tool in improving the system propagation performance when the
format ratio is equal to 0.5. Unfortunately, it cannot be applied to the other two
format ratio cases. But with the PR tuning, they can partially shorten the gap to
the GN-model predictions. It is worth of emphasizing that, even if PR tuning is less
effective for κ = 0.25, its associated reach reduction is significantly lower than that
of κ = 0.75, regardless of the constellation size, due to a lower polarization power
unbalance. Consequently, FlexPAM is generally less impaired by non-linearities for
κ = 0.25. After applying the PI and the PR tuning to FlexPAM, the obtained reach
reduction compared to the GN-model predictions is less than 3% for κ = 0.5, 10%
for κ = 0.25 and 20% for κ = 0.75.
Finally, it is important to stress out that, although TDHMF has been applied
with a short frame-size (4 symbols) in order to achieve a near-optimum performance,
its practical implementation may require a longer frame-sizes to keep a feasible DSP
complexity at the receiver. This may come at the expense of a degraded non-linear
propagation performance. On the contrary, the Flex-PAM frame is of fixed length
(4 symbols) and is inherently constant over time, thereby it has the potential of
simplifying all receiver side processing and enabling lower chip area and power
consumption.
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Conclusion
In order to take full advantage of the existing spectral resource in the meshed
networks with fast-varying traffic demands, it is important to develop a transponder
which adapts its bit rate according to the actual traffic conditions. This thesis has
argued that by using both TDHMF and FlexPAM, the optical transmission system
can provide many bit rate flexibilities to the networks. These two promising flexible
modulation techniques have been theoretically and numerically compared in both
back-to-back and signal propagation perspectives.
Building upon the well-known TDHMF technique, which exploits the time-
varying modulation, we proposed and numerically assessed the FlexPAM concept.
The FlexPAM allows integer bit-per-symbol granularity resorting to hybrid M-PAM
modulation among the four orthogonal quadratures in a dual-polarization optical
signals. The implementation complexity maybe tackled by associating the time
consistent property of FlexPAM with a common-mode BER transmitter operation
strategy (Ψ1 = Ψ2). This may allow for a simpler receiver-side processing of the
electrical signal and shared FEC decoding of the result bit-stream. The numerical
simulations have confirmed that, both TDHMF and FlexPAM have an equivalent
back-to-back performance at a given integer bit-per-symbol.
The simulation results of this thesis indicate that, the signal propagation perfor-
mance of both TDHMF and FlexPAM is dominated by rather different non-linear
phenomena, which also associated with the specificities of their different frame struc-
tures. The polarization interleaving is proved to be a simple and effective non-linear
impairment countermeasure for TDHMF and also for FlexPAM with a 50% format
ratio. Considering the fact that it is impossible to apply PI to FlexPAM with 25%
and 75% format ratio, we assessed a simple power ratio tuning procedure, which
can reduce the power unbalance between polarizations and thereby mitigate the
non-linearities. Although the PR tuning was only found to be partially effective for
the case of 75% format ratio case, it was also shown that the non-linear penalty
incurred at 25% format ratio is inherently smaller, due to its correspondent FlexPAM
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frame structure. In addition, the effectiveness of pre distortion technique was testified
for both TDHMF and FlexPAM. However, the system propagation performance did
not obtain a significant improvement after applying this technique.
In general, it seems that both TDHMF and FlexPAM incurred penalties against
the GN-model predictions in terms of signal maximum reach. The gap to the GN-
model predictions can be shorten by employing appropriate non-linear propagation
countermeasures. Relatively to TDHMF, FlexPAM may provide some benefits of
allowing simpler receiver-side processing, which may be a crucial advantage from the
practical implementation point of view.
This thesis extends our knowledge of mixed modulation formats, especially
on the topic of transmitter operation strategy implementation. It will serve as
a base for future studies of the network level. More research is needed to have
a better understanding of the relation between power balance (both time and
polarization/quadrature)and the propagation performance. A natural progression of
this work is to explore the possibility of developing a GN-model-like analytical tool
for the mixed modulation format.
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